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MUTINEERS

ARE

TERRORIZING

6uaru
ai ui railway station
to
watch for approaching troops and retired to their barracks and homes for
rest, as they had been going constantly for many hours. They declare that
only three men were killed during
the fight. Reliable Americans de

clare they counted eight this mor.i
ing, however.
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DARROW WILL PUT

IN
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1,

1912.

CITY

CONVENTION.

"THE COUNTRY IS

Cincinnati, Feb. 1. The "hoboes"
of the United 8tah
opened a four
days' convention here today, the or- der for the arrest of the delegates
(Bhonld they assemble having been
withdrawn by Mayor Hunt.
Mayor
Hunt, in withdrawing the order, said
he would aDow the men to assemble
but that they must hold their meetings in an orderly manner.
The convrttion is under the aus
MIS ATTORNEY
ANNOUNCES HE
pices of the Unskilled Migratory and SECRETARY TO THE PRESIDENT
WILL CONTEST INDICTMENTS
8AYS HE WILL BE NOMINCasual Workers' association, as the
IN EVERY POSSIBLE WAY
official name of the "hoboes"
ATED AND ELECTED.
organization Is called. According to the officers of the association the purpose
HE WILL PLEAD
RECEIVED ENCOURAGING NEWS
SATURDAY of the convention Is to
make, public
me neeas or tne people out of em
James Eads How, of St. WOULD NOT HAVE MADE
BY ployment.
DEFENSE
IS EMBARRASSED
PREDICLouis, the "millionaire hobo" was
TION A MONTH AGO WHEN
THE WITHHOLDING OF GRAND
named temporary chairman.
STILL UNINFORMED'.
JURY TESTIMONY
j

j

UPBRAVELEGAL

FOR MR. TAFT"

BATTLE

HILLES

COTTON GOES UP.
New Orleans La. Feb, 1. A
good

EDITION.

EDWIN HAWLEY IS

and widespread spot demand put the
price of cotton futures up nearly a
uuuar a Dale In New Orleans todav.
Southern spot markets
generally reported heavy buying of the actual
staple with the result that bullish
mment was stimulated and th
heaviest buying of contracts in several months resulted. Freight brokers
said bookings of
ocean room for
RAILROAD) MAGNATE SUCCUMBS
cotton forecasted a record
breaking
TO AN ATTACK OF NERVOUS
rayon movement for February.

DEAD IN NEW
YORK

Troops Sent to Juarez.
MEXICAN SOLDIERS SLIP LEASH
Mexico City, Feb. 1. A bodv of
OF AUTHORITY AND CAPTURE
troops numbering 600 men is being
THE HISTORIC CITY.
prepared for despatch by special train
to Juarez. The mutiny of the trooos
In that city has given rise, to
INDIGESTION,
many
BOY FOUND DEAD.
THROW COMMANDANT IN JAIL sensational reports here. According
San Francisco, Feb. 1. The
to one report, General Reyes, who
body
of James Kane, 14 years old. was MIND ACTIVE TO THE LAST
has been given many liberties
during
CHIEF OF POLICE MEETS SIMILAR his
found today in the playgrounds of an
confinement, has sent numerous
oriental school with a bullet hole in
FATE AT HANDS OF THE
letters from his prison to army chiefs
the forehead. It is believed he was DESPITE. HIS ILLNESS HEt KEPT
REBELLIOUS MEN.
urging them to rebel against Presi
IN TOUCH WITH HIS
slain
as the result of a feud between
dent Madero. Copies of these letters
himself
and
ASSOCIATES.
several Chinese boys at
are sal.l to have fallen into the hands
NEW BRITISH DESTROYER.
'MADERO
tending the school, with whom he is
MUST RESIGN" of government agents.
lwouoii, ret). t.-- An
unexpected
THIS MORNING Call has been made today on all the RALLYING AROUND STANDARD said to have engaged in numerous
A special correspondent of the Mex- ARRAIGNED
battles. No arrests have been made. CONTROLLED MANY RAILWAYS
ican Herald, who has
shipbuilders In the list of constructjust returned
THIS IS THE SLOGAN OF THE
from Zapata's camp, declares the COUNSEL
MATTERS ors for the. British navy to send in REPUBLICANS IN ALL PART8 OF
ARGUED
A NEW PAPAL DELEGATE.
RABBLE
tenders for a new fleet of torpedo
IN CONSTRUCTIVE
rebel leader appeared to be expectWORK DEAD
PERTAINING TO CHARGES BETHE
Feb. 1. Monsignoi
COUNTRY
Washington,
WISH
THAT FILLS STREETS.
noat destroyers of the most up tc
ing an uprising in the north of Mexi
MAN WAS CONSIDERED THE
Giovanni
now
Bonzano,
rector of the
FORE JUDGE HUTTON
OF EXECUTIVE.
co. Hapata declared to the
date type. Each of the firms has
reporter
EQUAL OF'HARRIMAN.
college propaganda at Rome, has been
been instructed to tender for three
within
that
a
short
time
there
would
El Paso, Texas, Feb. 1. The mutinamed as papal delegate to the Unitboats.
be
Los Angeles, Calif., Feb. i. Clar
startling developments. Govern
Washington, Feb. 1. in the first ed States,
neers who seized Juarez last night
New York, Feb. 1. Edwin
succeeding Diomede Fal- No provision for the construction authorized statement he has
Hawley,
and in drunken frenzy looted the ment officials, however, profess to be- ence S. Darrow, former chief counsel
issued In
f
of
these
.the
e Minneapolis and
was
craft
lieve
made in the yard's connection with the Taft campaign
Hpresident
there is no connection between ior the McNaniara brothers, was artown, were split into small bands to
IU.
an.
wmciai
uisnatcnea
i.ouis
railroad and one of the leading
naval estimates but prominent naval Charles D. Hilles,
secretary to the pouncing (Monslnpr Bonzano's ap- railroad
day, each recognizing only its individraigned before Presiding Judge Hut-to- men
have for a long time complained president, predicted
( fon t'n tied
magnates in the country, died
on Page Four)
that
of the superior court today on
ual leader. Eight persons are known
Presi
today
pointment w)ere received at the papa) at his home here
of
the
lack
of
the
dent
Taft
today after an IllBritish
would
to have been killed, and nine woundnavy of
be nominated and legation today.
the two indictmeuis charging him with
ness of several weeSs.
fast seagoing torpedo boat destroyers elected.
ed In the overturning of the municijury bribery during ,the dynamite
Mr. Hawley had been a sufferer
"President Taffs
nomination in
GIFFORD DYER DEAD
pal government, and in the promis-ciou- s GUARDSMEN TO TAKE
trail. Judge riutton designated next capable of coping with modern
from
nervous indigestion for some
cruisers.
June is as certain as anything could
Munich, Bavaria, Feb. 1. Charles
firing which continued throughSaturday as the date for the enteranu
time
ior tne last few week" had
said
Mr.
be,"
Hilles in his statement. Gifford Dyer, the painter, formerly of
out the night. Other wounded men
PART IN MANEUVERS ing of picas to both indictments.
been confined to his house at 1 I Bast
"I am confident there will be com- Chicago, died here
are believed to be secreted in private
yesterday.
Darrovjffd
attorneys 'lost the first
Sixtieth street
rrequent repoi
nouses.
paratively little opposition to him in
technical move when Judge Hutt.on
that
his condition was serious
the
national
Lbi
convention
and
when
Further trouble is believed to be NEW MEXICO MILITIA WILL GO overruled the objection of Earl Rogers
denied and only yesterday Mr.
nomination is made republicans of WANTS PROHIBITION
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
inevitable, as the malcontents, having
NEXT AUGUST TO CALIFORto the sufficiency of today's arraignsaid he hoped to be down t own
ley
the country will rally to the party
declared themselves adherents of
ment on the ground of differences in
NIA TO PLAY AT WAR
a week or so. His dei am
witnin
standard
and
win
a
great victory in
Emlliano Zapata, who is In revolt
OF THIRD TERM came at 4 o'clock this morning.
the
legal opinion regarding when
November.
against President Madero. assert that
In response to an inquiry
transcript of grand jury evidence
Among the companies of which Mt.
"I would not make this
In
Washington, Feb. 1 Senate:
prediction
they wjill fight any force sent to reby the war department Adjutant should be available ior the defense. session at 2 p. m.
Hawley was a director were the Col
did I not feel thur my information TEXAS
REPRESENTATIVES WANT rado & Southern
capture the town.
Harrow does not yet know what alGeneral Brookes has informed the
railway. Colora lo
Detective Burns continued test! from all parts of the country warA CONSTITUTIONAL
In line with this purpose railroad
AMEND,
Fuel and Iron company, the Evan
or
at
facts
was
evidence
marshalme
leged
rants
Washington thai tha
in doing so. It is easy to
mony before Lorimer committee.
..
.
,.
MENT
1,,.;,
TO THAT EFFECT.
ville & Terre Haute railway, the Min
led against him before the inquisitors
uijuot soum oi tne city were de- - dates most suitable to the New
Judiciary committee rejected provi make big claims and to try to deceive
to check the advance of troop ico National Guard for
who
neapolis & St, Louis, the Iowa Cen- -'
indicted
him
I
ana
last Monday.
think that a man who
sion of house bill requiring the presi- people
its participa-trains- ,
1. "The
Washington Feb.
third tral and the Hocking
and scouting parties were sent tion in the blam mo
does
so
said
that
law
the
without
as
under,
facts
Valley railroads.
Rogers
and
to
to
dent
make nubile endorsement for
term'' question came up in congress
figures
out to note the approach of govern San Francisco
m the winter Mr. Hawley ha
hi it Uc' VrUrnaiiy, Darroii would have
is gjuilt(y of deception.
justify
when
Judgeships.
meat soldiers. The leaders, however, between
today
Representative Slayden, a an attack of
bWil entitled to the
A
August 6 TndT
grip and returned t
I lsjJotten deuiornt
scl'al noon:
mnmijigj
traipirii iuime-- .
declare that, they have little fear of of
in
Arizona, New Mexfco, Utah and umi.eiy niter ms arraignment,
touch
witli
In
buc
all the lution declaring it to be the sense of work before he had sufficient!) I
republicans
Chairman Hdy of house
an attack, as thev claim to have been
rules
California will participate in the ma- tulat an amendment left
a doubt ooinmaitee an&Buueed iBo was deter- states, 1 would not have said this the house that any departure from covered. As a result. h anffoivf
informed that the garrisons at
rebpse and his physicians told hi
much.
In that month I have seen tne custom of two
neuvers, which will consist in an at- whether the evidence could be with- mined to have a
terras "would be that he would have
money trust investiand Chihuahua had also revolted tack
to take a long
the lines drawn closer and closer. In unwise
upon the city of San Francisco held by the prosecution until five gation.
unpatriotic and fraught with rest. Since then Mr.
last night. As all wires leading south The attack
has been I
the
last
the
week
Hawley
will
situation
before
be
he
clearis
has
to
Ufa:.
commanded by an days
brought
Consideration of pension appropriaperil to free institutions."
have been cut it is impossible to
confined to the house and
ed wonderfully with republicans in all
he
Assistant
imaginary
recently
District
A
the
official
tion
commander,
bill
similar
Attorney
Joseph
was
resolution
resumed.
passed by began to suffer from
verify these reports.
directions falling into line for the the house in 1874
indigestion.
umpire, who also will have charge of Ford argued that the amended law
when
Diplomatic
reGeneral
'bill
S.
U.
appropriation
Matt Wynn, manager of the Juarez the
Early this morning Mr.
was
president and manifesting a deter Grant was talked of for a third
defending forces. Regular army clearly provided that the grand jury ported.
term, seized with heart failureHawley
race track, formally announced that
j
mination
to
and
death
about
his
troops also will participate. The ma evidence should not surrendered
nomina
bring
to
representative Slayden announced soon followed.
Inquiry into Illinois Central si l ike tion.
owing to the fact that Americans are neuvers will be of
the
for
a
that
he
vadefendant
attorneys
has
unul
great
directed by resolution introduced by
practical
not allowed to cross to tie Mexican
his illness Mr.
"It is useless to speak in general tion for a prepared another resolu
Notwithstanding
lue to the militiamen and will afford nve days before the trial. Judge Hut- constitutional amendment
Representative Berger.
side there will be no racing today. He an
terms
Hawley kept in constant touch with
or to undertake at short notice
ton
ruled
enjoyable
favor
in
of
a
of
the
that
assistant
New
outing.
the
Many
providing
Elections committee heard contest- to
president may serve his business affairs. The
added that today's entries will stand
go into conditions in each state, only one term .
constructive
Mexico companies have
ants for seats of Representatives
already begun district attorney.
e,
for tomorrow.
work of Mr. Hawley in the railroad
but
in
of the big
developments
three
to
full strength in anrecruiting
that
Darrow
when
Rogers
up
slates
is
South Carolina, and Bartboldt, states within a few
field has often been
Colonel (Estrada,
comcompared to that
deposed
days ought to
ticipation of the trip to California and called upon to plead next Saturday Missouri.
of
the late Edward H. Harriman.
mander of the garrison, and Chief of the
to
point conclusively
the present BRYAN PUSHING THE
company commanders are endeav- utiuuirers will be interposed attackWith his associates Mr. Hawley conPolice Gallo, who were thrown into
trend."
oring to
their organizations into ing the validity of the two ind' latrolled tie Chesapeake & Ohio, the
Mr. Hilles goes on to review condi
jail when the mutineers seized the the best get
possible condition that the ments on every possible ground, this WALL OF
town and released other prisoners,
NONEV INQUIRIES Iowa Central, the Minneapolis & St
tions in New York, Ohio and Indiana,
CANTON
New
Mexico
action, Rogers asserted, was not inguard may make a
were themselves released today. The
Louis, the Missouri, Kansas & Texas,
that
President
reclaiming
Taft has
tended primarily to impede progress
showing.
the Hocking Valley, me Todelo, St.'
Wetelsen and Degatou warehouse
ceived endorsement in those states
IS SAID WASHINGTON INVESTIGA- Louis
in the case but merely to safeguard
& Western
which waB burned during the night
which
and other lines.
indicate
TORN DOWN
they will give their
TIONS WILL BE DROPPED
the rights of the accused lawyer.
Quite recently he was asked to under
was set on fire when looters stepped
to
him in the convention.
delegates
SEVERAL MONTHS.
Conners Case to Jury
take the
on matches while taking their booty FIREMAN KRITES DIED
"There has been lots of noise in
of the affairs
The fate of Bert H. Conners, the
of the Wabash "railroad.
from the store. The loss is J25.000.
Ohio," said Mr. Hilles, "but substanSOLDIERS
DEMOLWashington Feb. 1. Developments
He was 61 years old and his earl
Several stores were robbed of practial republicans in every congresON WAY TO HOSPITAL iron worker charged with having con- REPUBLICAN
in the proposed
ISHING STRUCTURE
BUILT
to
congressional inquir- iest railroad servio. aegan in 1867 as
spired
all
the
dynamite
their contents. Simon
sional district are determined that
tically
county Hall
ies into the "money trust," the ship- a clerk on the
IN 200 B. C.
of Records, September !, 1910, will
the president shall have the delegates
Erie railroad.
says his loss iB $30,000. All the
His
ping combine and other interests important work was done between
saloons were looted of liquors and in TWO DEATHS HAVE RESULTED be in the hands of the jury tonight.
and he will get them, too.
have surrounded the future of those 1890 and 1902 in -e
bai Francisco, Feb. 1. The destruc
"I have a telegram from
Arguments took up the morning sesmany cases the safes were broken
FROM THE FREIGHT WRECK
service of the
with uncertainty.
of
tion
a
investigations
Southern Pacific, where he was the
wall,
sur
sion
of
and
the
court
partially
open
money taken. Many of
today and were expectAT WATROUS
saying that every single member
A common report
today was that right hand man of the late Collis P.
the mutineers are frenzied from
(d to finish before dark. The court rounding the city of Canton was be of the republican stake committee
the
trust
money
would Huntington.
gun
investigation
soldiers
of
by
room
drink. Shots are fired indiscriminyesterday
the
re
The
elected in the 13 congressional disoverflowed with sympathizers
Hawlav
With the death of Fireman
M
be halted until after the presidential system of
publican
to
a
government,
railroads
and
has been built up
friends
tricts
ately throughout the oaitle-Bcarre-d
of
according
Conners.
is
Mr.
for
Taft. That
yesterday
Krites, which occurred while the intown. This has continued since the
cablegram received today by the is a big change from a committee election, though Representative Lind within the last 15 years. Mr. Hawley
jured man wa3 being removed to the
bergh of
author of the was a oachelor and the only rela
first outbreak last night, when sev- Santa Fe
Chung Sai Yat Po, a Chinese daily whose chairman,
;
Where
Mr.
the
went resolution Minnesota,
Lee,
Money Went
late yesterday afthe
directing
A
investigation, with him when he died was his nepheral hundred rifles were discharged ternoon, thehospptal
boulevard
newspaper.
be
will
built around Washington in December pro
Indianapolis, Feb. 1 Questions as
toll of human life exact
of the stone and mortar of the wall, claiming that Indiana was hostile to declared he had not been consulted ew, Walter S. Crandall.
In celebration of tue new order of ed
by the collision of two extra to the uses to which the $225,000
as to a postponement.
Newman Erb, who was one of Mr.
was built approximately 200 the president."
which
things.
defense fund was put are be- trains two miles north of It
freight
Represenative Henryl
of Texas, Hawley's closest business
I
B. C.
The mutineers have established a
ueveu
to
associates,
nave
been asked
Watrous
Frank
chairman of the rules committee, to- said today:
afternoon was inguard at the Mexican ends of the in- creased toyesterday
Chang Quing Ming, viceroy of the
TUG BOAT CAPSIZED.
two. Brakeman Will Han- - Morrison, secretary of the American
day Issued a statement declaring the
"Mr. Hawley had
ternational bridges and are refusing
of Kwang Tung, will supercomprehensive
Hamborn, Germany, Feb. 1. A tug representatives who were
ley is in the hospital suffering from Federation of Labor, before the fed- province
to
under way at the time of his
plans
trying
vise
permission to Americans to cross. severe
the
work.
The
wall
75
loaded
is
erol
with
feet
workmen
in
a
the
in
grand
burns upon the face and
jury
capsized
send the
investigation of wide
trust" investigation death for development of
Four troops of the Fourth cavalry are
body.
and 30 feet high.
collision with a freighter while cross resolution "money
u is tnought he has a chance to re- the dynamite conspiracy today.
to the banking and cur- properties in which he wasrailway
American
the
inter
(guarding
Wong Ching Tin has been appoint- ing the Rhine here this morning and
approaches
Before going to the room Mr. Morcommittee were the ones who ested. These plans were known
of the bridges. The mutineers are in cover although his condition is critic- rison
ed special representative of China to eight of the passengers were drowned. rency
to
said:
al.
had
defied
his
efforts
for an Inquiry. his friends and I believe
Engineer Snell, commonly called
absolute possession of every
the
United
The
States
public
Dr.
helmsman
they
was
Sun
Yat
by
to
unable
"The
see
the
Sen,
Mr. Henry, who has not conferred be carreld on
disposition of the fund will bo
without interruption."
building in town and have destroyed "Daddy" by the railroad men, is sufexplained in detail. This refers not president of the Chinees republic, ac- oncoming freighter on account of a with Democratic Leader Underwood
many public records. Various reasons fering from severe scalds caused by
to
cable
snowstorm.
advices
heavy
cording
toreceived
to
the money paid to Attorney
for three weeks, announced that he STRIKERS RETURN TO WORK.
are given for the mutiny. Some say the escaping steam. His condition is only
Clarence S. Darrow but to all pay day by the Chinese Free Press.
would Insist on an investigation. He
Lawrence, Mass., Feb. 1. Only two
they mutined because some of their serious. Engineer John Baily of this ments
The message came from Fung Chi
out of the fund. It is a clear
said he would not accept the chair of the textile mills in this city failed
CLARENCE KUHN DEAD
fellow soldiers had been ordered dis- city received painful bruises. Like the
Yau,
private secretary to the
Cincinnati, Ohio, Feb. 1. Clarence manship of the Investigating commit- to open their gates this mbrning.
charged; some declare they rebelled other injured men he is in the com locoru witn nothing in it we wish to dent. Ting is an alumnus of presi
Yale W. Kuhn, a
because Madero has not brought pany hospital. The relief train bear conceal. In due time the public will
member of the former tee. Some of the democrats who are The number of operatives return'ng
and has lived In the United
have to work was me largest of any day
about the reforms he promised; some ing the suffering trainmen arrived in ifnow exactly what was done with the University
S. Kuhn and brothers opposed to the investigation
firm
of
banking
States for many years. The cable furme
since me strike began nearly three
that
charged
movement
n'.oney."
this
of
persistent
that
4
Pascual
say
city, and a cousin of the head
Orozco, their former ias Vegas shortly after
o'clock ys- ther states that Lim Wuen Hing has
for its prosecution is instigated by weeks ago. The streets leading to
chief and still the idol of the former
the
of
..nc urjujj. ueians or tne wreck
firm
of
banking
Loeb
Kuhn,
been appointed special representative
the mills were guarded by soldiers.
TEA SHIPMENT RELEASED.
rebels in northern Mexico, is going to nave been learned to a considerable
and Company, of New York, died here William j. Bryan.
of
the
in
republic
"In communicating with Samuel
England.
San
1.
Francisco,
Join the Zapata cause and that they extent by the Santa Fe officials.
Sixty thoutoday following an operation.
Untermyer," Mr. Henry's statement
are with him. None of them seem to
BROKERAGE
Both trains were running at a fast sand pounds of Chinese green tea,
FIRM FAILS
reads, he informed me as follows: 'I
New Orleans, Feb. 1. The failure
know who they want for president, rate of speed when the crash came seized by customs officials here DePeace Not Far Off
happen to know sometning of me of me cotton,
1.
Feb.
but they all insist that "Madero must and the equipment was so demolished cember 12 on orders from Washington
Washmgton,
Peace in
brokerage firm of L. H.
WILSON AND LA FOLLETTE.
desperate efforts that are being made Hardy and company, members of
resign." Cheers for Zapata are fewer tnat it took the wrecking crews o: was released today by Frederick S. southern China is not far off, accordthe
1. The din- from New?
Feb.
Philadelphia,
Pa.,
Stratton of the port. While the tea ing to today's official cables to the
York, through me local New Orleans
today than they wlere yesterday.
Las Vegas and Raton until 5:30
and New York Cotton
ner of the Periodical Publishers' as- banks In
me
had
of
section
been
every
AH the residents of Juarez have
country,
artificially colored, which state department. A cabinet of lead sociation, which will be
was posted on the floor of
this morning to clear the line.
given at the to defeat this investigation, or to exchanges,
caused the federal order, it was found ers from both sides
fled to El Paso and many of the The wreck
the local exchange this afternoon.
probably will be Bellevue-Stratforoccurred in what is known to conform
tomorrow
night, send it to me committee on banking
to the pure food law and formed following the
poorer families are camping in the as "Quarry cut." Aa there is a
abdication, the promises to be a notable function. and
curve was released for that reason.
You have a big fight
IS NOT FOmTIFYING.
It
the
open country along
river bank on at that point the smashup came witli- diopatches say, and such a modified Two presidential possibilities, Govern- on currency.
was consigned to wholesale meryour hands but me game is well
the American bank of the Rio Grande.
London, Feb. l. The British for
provisional government is expected to or Wilson of New Jersey, and Senaworth the candle. No more import- eign office today declared untrue
chants in St. Louis, Chicago and New be the forerunner of a
The mutineers this afternoon posted
the
permanent tor La Follette of Wisconsin, will be ant or
(Continued on Page Eight)
York.
public spirited fight was ever report that Great Rritaln Is fortif- - 'na
central goverrment.
among the guests of honor.
made."
Fanning island to the Pacific ocean.
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SOON TO TRY

St Louis,

Mo.,

KIMMEL CASE
Feb. 1 Attorneys

for both sides are busy at work preparing for the trial of the famous
Kimniel case, which is set to begin in
the United Statea court in this cn?
next Tuesday. The trial is expected
to attract wide attention on account
Of the many strange features that
the rase presents.
The case to be tried is the suit
brought by the receiver of the Farm- -

era' State Bank of Arkansas City,
Kan., against a New York Insurance
company to recover the amount of an
insurance policy held by George A.
Kimmel, Who was cashier of the bank
at the time of his mysterious dlsap
pearance in 1898 and was heavily in
debted to the institution. The whole
case hinges on the question of whetb
er Kimmel is living or dead. ThH
will be the third time that the suit
has been tried. At the first trial a

A

verdict for 8,000 was returned In
favor of the plaintiffs, but It was reversed by the court of appeals. On
the second trial the jury disagreed.
The insurance company' claims a
man known as Andrew J. White is
in reality the missing Kimmel. When
first discovered this man was serving
a term at the Matteawan Asylum for
the Criminal Insane. At that time he
gave a number of startling facts
about himself purporting to fcrove

that he was Kimmel and upon his
release from prison a year or so ago
he went to Niles, Mich., where Kim
mel was born and --eared and endeavored to establsh his identity as the
e
resimissing man. Many
the man
that
dents of Niles declares
was the George a. Kimmel whom
they had known intimately. On the
other hand, Mrs. Julia E. Kimmel,
the mother, and Mrs. Edna K. Bons-lettthe sister, after studying the ex- old-tim-

.'

convict carefully, denounced the mail
as an imposter.
At the approaching trial ihf attor
neys tot the receiver of the Arkansas
City bank will seek to disprove the
c!alm of the insurance company that
V hite and Kimmel are one and the
same man by the testimony of wit
nessed who knew, Kimmel and by the
statement of John Boone Swinney, a
New Mexico ranchman, who declares
ho saw Kimmel killed in an Oregon
forest, August 14, 1898, which was a
few weeks after he disappeared from
a hotel in Kansas City.
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SOUTHWESTERN RATE
Denver, Colo., Feb. 1. The taking
of testimony in the important case of
alone.
the Southwestern Shippers' associahas the attracrt
tion asking a readjustment of southNo other
QUICK FOLDING
tive appearance of the WAGNER.
western freight rates from seaboard
points was begun here today by ComIt is beautifully finished in every
'
interstate
Since the Government authorities have begun to "Round Up? a few
the
or
missioner
if
be
would
Built on graceful lines,
Prouty
detail.
what
the
in
tyranny
part
Think it over and you will see
't
,vOf the men who have so long brought oudium upon the name of honest
commerce commission. The case inhighly finished in nickel and
were nermitted completely to carry out their plans.
thev
labor, I have been urged by some editors to ypublicly define the reasons
volves two separate suite, one attackenamel, upholstered in best
Now that the facts are known the people can protect themselves by
for my seven years' newspaper campaign on the tyrannies of many Labor
ing the rates from Galveston and oththis
to
add
aggregation.
quality leatherette.
would
act
an
that
do
power
to
refusing
Union Leaders.
er gilf ports. The chief contention
The WAGNER has an
Remember, any act.
of the shippers is that owing to the
frame no wobbly
Some men endow colleges. Others build libraries.
men
is
labor
broken, working
When their grip on the throat of honest
states
of
southwestern
the
no wood parts to
wheels
orproximity
Both educational.
trade
can either select better leaders, or Join some of the
low water rate,
and
to
the
and
ports,
gulf
split.
warp
I preferred to devote to newspapers my contributions toward educaganizations
the region is entitled to a lower
insure comfort, con
To
disof
reason
tlon, warning the people to protect themselves against the greatest, most
j was not driven to write this series of articles by
venience, style and strength
charge than is now made, based on
No troubles have arisen be-,
tyrannical and dangerous trust this country has ever seen.
v - swnumtmiwM, warn
agreements with my own thousand workmen.
the long haul across country by rail.
Look for
Especially insidious and dangerous, because its inner plans were not tween us.
weeks a year steady work for many years, INDIANA DEMOCRATIC EDITORS
understood by the average citizen who, Being no immediate slavery to
They have had fifty-tw- o
the name
class receiving the best wages in Michigan for
to himself, peacefully followed his own pursuits and blindly allowed the are a contented,
Indianapolis, Ind., Feb. 1. The men
Labor Leaders (?) to weave their web stronger as time like service, and protected from the frequent onslaughts of these "Labor who work with pen and brain the
round to keep the democratic
J
. 7.
Mr Gompers has repeatedly announced in public that I sought to year
on the
in the Hoosier state in a flourparty
all organizations of labor.
destroy
rounded
condition
and
front of
I have only tried to defend the several million honest and
fighting
Thu jg in Hne wlth hi8 regular habit of distorting facts. I have for ishing
hotel
in
this
Denison
the
at
city
who
up
in
of
abuse
the
and
those
the cart.
wprkmen
bullying
Enprotest against
power.
& Jong time been a member of the National Association of Stationary
no one seemed to sympathize with the few thousand widows and gineers and the National Trades and Workers Association. These are today for the annual meeting of the
Indiana Democratic Editorial associa
and peaceful organization which negotiate their trade agree- orphans of the men murdered while faithfully trying to earn a living under
tion. The unusually large attendance
God's permission but against the "orders" of the "Labor Trust." So I tried ments legally, with peace and honor.
evidence of the interest excited
to present their cause from time to time.
I have given to the Trades and Workers Association a $400,000.00 gave
the
political situation
. interesting
by
to
help now
The healthy average common citizen is perhaps deserving of at home for their old members in furtherance on an honest desire
in Indiana. In addition
existing
least some of the inconvenience and loss put on him from strikes and other solve this most important industrial question.
to the editors the gathering attracted
In additon, 1 have offered to contribute a quarter of a million dollars
labor leaders' tyranny as a reward for his indifference.
many of the political leaders. The
ESTABLISHED 166&
I knew years ago that the plan of this big labor trust was to ultl- - cash to help along a workingman's movement, as defined in a letter sent latter came to attend the banquet
1911.
Dec.
herewith.
Mr.
11th,
Copy
Gompers
which is a leading feature oi the conmately gain control over every workman, clerk and employe In the U. S.,
December 11th, 1911.
vention program and which is to have
GIFT TO NATIVE TOWN.
WEDDING
Including farm hands and government employes.
Mr. Samuel Gompers, Pres., American Federation of Labor,
Governor Marshall and other promiNew York, Feb. 1. iMiss Jessie May
Felchville, Vt, Feb. 1. Felchville's
This has been partly accomplished in some localities; then followed
Washington, D. C.
nent party leaders among the
WJoolworth, daughter of Frank W. handsome new towfn hall, built and
acts which clearly show the intent
Dear Sir:
who has made millions furnished by Wallace Robinson of
Woolworth,
Press
are
indicate
that you
reports
greatly depressed and harrassed Dy
First, to harvest initiation fees, sometimes up to J100.00 each to
out of his
stores and Boston, was dedicated today with Infuar nnn tho rinarpnnrt hmnirht rrt vnnp Porforfttiin
IN BOSTON
TO
NAGEL
SPEAK
r join the union.
moveexercises. Mr. Robinson
Is
nas
to
Tne qUery
arisen whether you are big enough to sense the
his fame by erecting in teresting
adding
Boston, Mass., Feb. 1. Secretary of this
Next, monthly dues. Say $2,500.00 a month in a town with 10,000 ment of a great Power which guides humanity, and to conclude that the time
the tallest building in the made the gift as a memorial to his
city
has arrived when "Labor" should be honestly represented instead of mis commerce and Labor Charles Nagel
"members" at 25 cents each.
world, this afternoon became the father and as a token of his affecrepresented.
is to be the chief speaker tomorrow bride of James Paul
Next, "fines" assessed for some Infraction of "rules."
Donahue, son of tion for his native town.
If the thought of truthful and earnest effort has come, and you honestly
BosThen the lash of the slave driver came forth. Orders to strike; what desire better conditions for the wage earners, may I tender to you an night at the annual dinner ot the
of this city. The wedParick
Donahue
Mr. Na- SHOE REPAIRING
to huy; what not to buy; how to vote; when to parade (to show power); invitation o come out to Battle Creek for a conference with the President ton chamber of commerce.
ding took place at the Fifth Avenue
conwith
is
W.
Mr.
address
is important
and
and
of
J.
Trades
Workers
the
anticipated
Shoe
association,
gel's
repairing
Brycev
to
the
for
strike
from
benefits
and
contribute
residence of the bride's parents and
pay envelope
If you will permit it, your expenses will be paid from the time you leave siderable interest, as it is expected was
done
should
be
particularly
right
to other men forced into idleness pending negotiations between crooked
attendee.
largely
Washington until you return.
he will set forth the views of the
welt soled shoes which when repaired,
leaders (?) and crooked employers who nire said leaders to call strikes
You will be put up at the Sanitarium for a week or ten days' rest and
to
in
administration
the
pro
regard
should be sewed. Our eelctric driven
on competitive jobs, thus making the workmen tools, kept idle while the freedom from worry, as a guest, either of the Association or of myself, as
GROUND HOG'S DAY
posal of leading business men to
you prefer
Fleming stitcher and Champion finishthe chiefs scrap for control or bribe money.
The ground hog will come out of er equals hand work, leaving the shoe
When restea, let us consdelr the new movement for the worklngmen make existing government agencies
One of the hardest strokes of the lash is the money forced from mem-1of Americaenlisted under the banner of the National Trades and WorVsfs more uurful to comment
hole Friday and determine wheth- flexible and retaining the shape as
his
eri'nUhs
.
i
ht.
to itnd dynamiters, sluggers and murderers
,
AsXuWation, ti'vi t'Amfatrlkes, slugging, picketing, tyrahn;3o.ajgpM.uiit5'ag
er there is to be several more weeks
a)
Douy
analogous
when new, costs less and wears just
possibly
'!
But let an honest workman, who, perchance, has been driven into "the and murder.
board of trade, which of winter. Whichever way he decides as long. Hedgcock's.
'"mion," dare to disobey one of these "orders" and he is taught a lesson
Belonging to the American Federation of Labor are Msndreds of thous- to the British
and
ands of
worklngmen who are members would represent in concrete form gov it will be necessary for you to purthrough the slugging or dynamiting committees.
in the activi- chase coal regularly for some time for
and who deplore the tactics you and your associates have ernment
BE MODERN
The slavery, of the honest American workingman is pitiable when under pressure,
and forced upon them.
employed
commerce
of
and
ties
heating purposes. The Coors Lumber
industry.
Send
"closed shop" full control is obtained by the tyrannical leaders.
your
washing away from the
fifty-twnot
want
do
and
weeks in the year
They
steady employment
handles Yankee coal; the house and be freed of the
relish being forced by strikes Into idleness pending the "negotiations'' be- - BOSTON HONORS NEW CARDINAL company
Now, observe the plan of this gang to govern men and affairs,
annoyance
best for heating and cooking use.
of wash day smells and troubles. The
"Organize" every trade. Insist on closed shop. Then use the power tween crookedto labor leaders seeking, bribes .and crooked employers who hire
A
celebraL
of
week
Feb.
Boston,
call strikes on competitive jobs, thus making the workingmen
of numbers to induce government officials to permit organizing all govern- said leaders
Las Vegas Steam laundry does family
tools kept idle while the chiefs scrap for control or bribe money.
tion in honor of the home coming of
HANDSOME DECORATIONS
ment employes. Some of the oaths defining that the union rules shall
washing as well as fancy washing.
You will perhaps reject this proposal, believing that strikes are a neces- Cardinal O'Connell, the first New EngThere is no prettier decoration for Fvery day is wash day there no mat
"precede Church, State and Family."
sary weapon to preserve the rights of worklngmen. But the new way has land
prelate ever elevated to mem- a room than leather pillows and the ter how much 11 rains or snows. Die
Then force Congressmen to pass
laws to prevent been in very successful operation over two years and found to have more
bership in the Sacred College; was many other handsome and convenient work Is done
power than the old way.
courts from stopping proposed outrages.
by experts, too. Try it
The
Honorable
of
Brotherhood
Locomotive
Engineers, the National ushered in today with a solemn mass articles that are manufactured
Force merchants to hire only "union" clerks and sell only "label" Association of
once and be convinced.
and
the National Trades and Workers of thanksgiving in the Cathedral of leather. Miss M. M. Thompson has a
Stationary Engineers
Use union funds to support slugging and dynamiting crews to Association perfect
goods.
trade agreements without strikes, secure the highest the Holy Cross. Had the cathedral
beautiful assortment which she is
WILSON AND LA FOLLETTE.
drive back the protesting ones or "remove" them.
and
the
wages
yet preserve
respect and esteem of emnloyers and of the been as
spacious as St. Peter's in selling at remarkably cheap prices.
Of course, in carrying out the plan for complete control by the gang, memoers tnemseives.
Philadelphia, Pa., Feb. 1. The din
Rome it could not have accommo- Miss Thompson also has Valentines ner of the Periodical Publishers' as
are
to
aroused
resentment
to
from
Workingmen
forced
contribute
being
some were caught.
from their hard earned
envelopes to defend known sluggers and niurdex-- dated the thousands of the faithful and souvenir postcards of all
sociation, which will be given at the
Whenever openly exposed the men higher up" immediately begin ers and to being heavilypayfined
for not obeying the orders of leaders when who sought admittance to the cereBellevue-Stratfortomorrow
night,
to assess members to protect the criminals and always rush into print they know those leaders are simply using them to insure complete dominion
mony. Long before the doors of the
to
a
be
notable function.
promises
much
mock
sentiment
cries
and
about
"the
over
loud
brotherhood
with
the daily lives of the American workingman.
of man"
were
edifice
opened the adjacent
Two presidential possibilities, GovernBIG DIFFERENCE.
He seks to maintain his position as an honest, peaceful citizen and not
and the "defense of the wage worker," with such play upon the sympathy
were thronged with ticket
trejets
to afflliate with and support thugs and murderers,
or Wilson of New Jersey, and Senaforced
t0
be
or
no
makes
difference
It
little
cover
own
for
their
fees
and
insane
to
desire
of the people they
greed
read
holders. All of the women attending whether you know or not that we tor La Follette of Wisconsin, will be
I lhave only sincere and open denunciation for the
Personally,
past
their names in the papers.
the function were gowkied in black
etc. But among the guests of honor.
It would be hard to convince the w.dows of the twenty-onmurdered
andwiH and wore black mantillas, the coa-- have wines, whiskies, etc.,
mbe'r
it does make a big difference if you
men iu mo
auscicb liubouj, nuu mum, cub ui uiucid, uiai, meir nus- - accepx mis invitation in me spint in which it is given, you will be most tume that is worn at all
pontifical don't know that we sell the purest.
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
bands received much benefit from "the defense of the wage worker," nor welcome, and will be treated with the greatest consideration we are capable
that our prices are the lowest, our Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
1 in addltion 1 win aree to contribute a quarter of a million dollars court functions in Rome.
could they well understand such working of that particular brand of the Pf'
in cash to the new movement,
Within the altar rail accommoda deliveries prompt and that we cater Tablets. Druggists refund
money If
.
"brotherhood of man" scheme.
,
tions were reserved for the visiting to the
it falls to cure. E. W. GROVE'S sigfamily trade. The Lobby,
Late events have stHpped the lamb's coat from the body of the wolf for
prelates and priests wno came from
& Benjamin, proprietors.
nature is on eaon box. 25c.
and shown most clearly the lying deceit and horrible portent underneath, American Federation of Labor and its endowment we can merit the sup- - all
parts of New England. Bishop Noport of the public, all working for the new day of peace with honor in
which I have tried time and again to explain to the public.
lan of Hartford officiated at the mass,
inausiriai rieia
Men who preferred to work and support their families have been way- assisted by a number of well known
Yours very truly,
laid. Fingers chopped off, with the comforting assurance that "now you
ecclesiastics. Rt. Rev. Joseph G. AnC. W. POST.
can set type if you will." Crow bars and heavy weights dropped on heads.
No reply has been received. It seems evident the
present Leaders derson, auxiliary' bishop of Boston,
Fathers beaten unconscious and many times crippled for life; little homes will not accept any offer of industrial
peace which takes from them the delivered the address of welcome.
blown up and many and many a corpse brought to the destitute family.
fees, control of workmen, and curbs their trust methods.
Next week two great banquets are to
These are not "occasional cases." Such crimes run literally into the
When anv cnmhlnnttrvn either nt roniui
t i
be given in honor of the new cardinal,
thousands, and judges and juries have been threatened with death, bribed, busine88 and attempts to "opp
dictaeTo other one by the priests of the diocese
lb
'
and
or
out
of
the
witnesses
and
put
way.
slugged
anJ t
(.restnUn8
r
UB al a 8noula
De Prose the other by the laity.
8
In the Government cases now pending the witnesses must be guarded cuted
'
from the agents of the "Labor Trust" with its tentacles reaching to the
PORTLAND'S $1,000,000 HOSTELRY.
Talk about restraint of trade'
most remote corners of our country.
A" the caPital trusts in this country couldn't brine about a minus
Portland, Ore., Feb. 1. Portland's
Don't permit yourself to oe misled by the vaporings of sentimental. Traction of the
new million dollar hotel, the Multnolass,
inconvenience,
and
In
set
crime
motion
misery
Dy
murders are justified because 8trlke
drooling degenerates who r.
mah, was opened to the public today.
conSplrators
'
.
...
.
"society" has oppressed workingmen.
It is declared to be the finest hotel
eVery
citizen
should
Patriotic
f
In no other country in the world are they paid as high and a, much
in the northwest.
most unmistakable terms, f liberty is to be PreservdThe structure is
Some habits one should want to break and
earnest effort devoted to their welfare. Nor is there as abundant ooppr- Write President Taft asking when he will Bl,Pjy the law 10 the iMtoT the skyscraper type and the interior
all
bad habits are bad to keep.
tunlty in any other country in the world for workmen to gain fortunes.
is equipped with every modern on
weI1 as the Ca-Tru8t
83
Trusts,
railroads
and
industries
are
Our great
largely headed by former wage
The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round
Then write your members of Congress, telling them clearly that you venience and luxury. Among the 600
earners.
employes is a celebrated French chef
habit anyone can have.
wiI1
good
them
to
are
murders
exPect
and
other common, everyday citizens whom the
These
protect yourself
instigated by that class of men, always in evimanagement imported to
dence, who hate success. They cooly and cruelly plan and execute assaults D voting down the hills these Labor Trust leaders are pressing to give look after the culinary
Anyone who will read each day The Optic
department
and murders to satisfy their own hate and show their power over the tnem more controloi tne hotel at a yearly salary of
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select the
ne is a blU t0 Prevent courts from Issuing restraining orders to stop ?1
slaves who dare protest. The nightly talk of strikes, given in many, a
0,000.
best opportunity that he may find and then
01
acts
in
violence
strikes. Another is to allow labor leaders to
union meeting, develops the hate and murderous instinct which waits only PrP8ed
to
trade
without
restrain
law.
follows
the
to
being
subject
CLARK'S
out
TENTH ANNIVERSARY
up the "Wad," will surely get quick
carry
for opportunity
You are one of a tremendol,B majority but you must tell your public
Take the fvos Angeles case as an illustration.
success.
Worcester, Mass., Feb. 1. The
The "Times" had
tenth annual celebration of Founders'
withstood about 16 years of all kinds of attacks, not because ita fniti.tni officials your needs. Then they can act in your defense.
The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit that
Then
candidates
and
don't
was brilliantly observed at Clark
question
answers.
accept
Day
any
equivocal
employes were underpaid. They received wages higher than the union
will help people to get what they want when
Insist
ran
that
trade
be
conducted
organizations
and that College today. Dr. Lyman Abbott of
peacefully
scale, but they refused to bow down and place themselves under control of no
be enacted giving leaders arbitrary control over the masses.
laws
New
York
and
President
Sanford
were
they want it.
of
the "gang," hence they
persistently assailed and finally 21 wers murA few of the facts are now known and have been proven true. Many the college, delivered the
dered. These men only asked to be let alone to support their families, but
principal
Telephone your Want Ads. to The Optic.
more will follow as the government investigation proceeds. Will you be addresses.
union leaders determined to rule over them, hence the murders.
and
to
own
talk
and vote for your
painstaking enough
write,
of the leaders of the great "Iabor Trust " the Amfrl- - patroitic
Tne whole set-uFIGHTS FOR TONIGHT.
can Federation of Labor, points toward a diabolically adroit plan to secure gofptv''
Young Brno vs. Jack Goodman, U
itijt nuia in me Kfiy ui puuiic auu expensive paia announcements on
to those leaders complete control over their own members who dare not
this subject is done.
rounds, at New York.
protest, and also over all other workmen, legislators, congressmen, mer
Jack (Twin) Sullivan vs. Tony Ross
Reason.
a
There's
chants and the balance of citizens.
8 rounds, at Titusville, Pa.
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SOMETHING NEW

AGE

IN

COTTON

FACTORIES

Dath

of Oldest Weaver In Lowell
veals Bright Side of Operatives'
Lives,

IN LIGHTING

Re-

A news dispatch tells of the death
;n Lowell of the oldest weaver in that
OJty, a woman who was seventy-on- e

EFFECTS
THREE TWINS" WILL ASTONISH
VISITORS ON ITS APPEAR-ANCHERE NEXT WEEK
E

The best example of the
progress
of electrical stage illumination
is
found in the production, of "The
Three
Twins." which will be seen at the
Duncan opera house
Febrafcry 7
Features of the show are a gigantic
electrical swing, weighing three tons
and a "faceograph." In addition
a
lavish use of small hand incandescnts
by the members of the
company is
made.
This is in distinct contrast to the
first efforts at such a
novelty many
years ago by the late Dave Henderson, producer of spectacles. He
an "electric ballet," In which
each girl bore several bulbs.
The
power, however, came from
large
storage batteries, one of which bur- uenea eacn dancer. These
clumsy
articles had the weight and
appearance of a soldiers' knapsack. "The
Three Twins" girls have no such impediments and. the little lamps are no
more bother than their powder
puffs.

years of age and was in comfortable
:lrcumstances, but who still preferred
to work, in spite of her age. We call
this to the attention of the friends
of the "poor mill
girl." In spite of
what they tell about employment in a
cotton factory, it seems that it is Quite
possible for a woman to follow the
trade of a weaver until she has passed
three score years and ten; it is possible for her to lay by money
enough
to place her in comfortable clrcum-itances- ,
and it Is possible that the
associations In busy, bustling weave
shops, with their noise and lint and
ill the other unplettsant leatures, may
more endurable to a woman who
has cultivated the habit of industry
over a long period of years than the
'.onellness she wotld feel In a comfortable home with only such tasks to
take up her time and her attention as
those necessary to light housekeeping.
The picture of industry, thrift and undoubted faithfulness that is shown in
this brief news item from Lowell can
be duplicated in nearly every one of
the textile centers of New England,
but It is the picture that is not so frequently held up to the view of the in
terested as the reverse of It. Nobody
who has the welfare of the operatives
and that means of the industry itself
at heart would tiesire that the disagreeable features be covered so that
the world would think there was noth-.n- g
in them that should be improved,
aut it is gratifying and in the interest
Df truth besides to let a modicum
of
brightness reflect upon the canvas on
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Doctors Use This for Eczema

1811.

The board of county commissioners oflSan Miguel county. 'Territory
of New Mexico, met in regular session at 10 o'clock, a. m.
Present:
Roman QeJlegos, chairman; John S. Clark, county commissioner; Benigno Martinez, county
ommissioner; Lorenzo Delgado, clerk
of the board and the Interpreter.'
The minutes of the previous session
were read, approved and signed in
open session.
In the matter of the alley west of
the eqtart house and between the
court house and county "jail.
County Commissioner Benigno Martinez was instructed to appear with
the district attorney before the towu
council of Las Vegas and petition the
said council in the name of the board
of county commissioners of San Miguel county that said alley be closed
and the grounds thereof be used for
jail grounds.
Comes now Alezandro Montoya and
submits to the board an offer in the
sum of Fifteen ($15.00) dollars for
rock lying in the bed of the river
removed from the old Gallinas bridge.
And the board being satisfied
with
said offer does accept the sum of fifteen dollars in payment for said
rock,
and it is ordered that said sum of fifteen dollars be deposited with the
county treasurer to the credit of the
general county fund of 1910.
Board does now now take a recess
until 2 o'clock p. m.

Dr Evan&
of Health,
"There is almost no relation be- skin must be cured through the skin.
The germs must be washed out, and bo
salves have long ago been found worthless. The most advanced physicians t
this country are now agreed on this, uid
are prescribing a waali
of wintergreen,
thymol and other ingredients for eczema
and all other akin diseases. This compound is known as D.D.D. Prescription
for Eczema.
Dr. Holmes, the well known skin specialist writes: "I am convinced that the
D.D.D. Prescription is as much a apecltic
for eczema as quinine for malaria. We
have been prescribing the D.D.D. remedy
for years.
We, ourselves vouch for the D.D.D.

y:

PreecripUon

for eczema and
it win take

3,1,

that
leeen skin diseases and the blood." The guarantee
itch the Instant

K. D. GOODALL,
L. E. Armijo,

come to our store, for we have had you
the
agency of thie remedy for bo many
at we can tell you all about
and how
eczema. Prescription
In fact, we are so mire itof cures
wi" do for yu QMt we will be
glad to let you have a $1 bottle on our
guarantee that it will cost you nothlmr
"
mat 11 uoes me won;
I' or that matter n. trial hntiu
wr
ought to be enough to absolutely prove
tne merits of the remedy.
,ur store anyway and we
mr.ilnto
fvu u uuoui uua great remedy.

ft,

iw

;
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East Las Vegas, New Mexico.

services as interpret

of the peace court. $2.
Armsiaicio Garcia, coitst.ble fftes,
$5.45
Nazario Boros, VV. A. B 1902, $12.
Teodoro Domlnguez, justice of the
peacv, fees, $3.
Romero, sheriff, fuel and
er,

hddIt K.
.
..
"""""iR irom any form of
S, we
skin Itrouble
would lUe to have

t,

justice

Ramon Lucero, Manuel Gonzales.
Precinct No. 11, San Geronimo Francisco Garcia y Gutierrez, Greco- rio Esquibel, Jose L. Benavldez.
Arguello,

rrecinct

No. 12, Rowe

Pablo

A.

Sena, Antonio F. Archuleta, luun
Quintana.
committments, $C9.
Precinct No. 13, Rociada Juan
'alentin Roybal, justiie of ihe
Maestas,
(J, Jose Ignacio Martinez,
peace, fees, $4.75.
Maximiano Bustos.
Bacillo Lopez, one plow, $22.50.
Precinct No. 14, Sapello Juan B.
Secundino Romero, boarding counCoca, Eduardo Gallegos, Serafin
ty prisoners, July, 1911, $243.50.
John H. York, assessor, stationery,
$1.30.
Precinct No. 6, Las Vegas Central
Felix Garoia, Amador Ulibarri,
Winters, Drug Co. medicines for
Duro.
county prisoners, $4.75.
Eugenio G. Sanchez, salary as road
precinct No. I, San Antoni- o- Matias
overseer, district No. 1, $80.
Portiilo, Dionioto Sandoval, Clestino
J. M. Martinez, salary as road over Gonzales.
seer, district No. 3, $81.50.
HAVE YOU READ ITT
Precln t No. 8, Upper lis Vegas--PedNew Mexico Penitentiary, boarding
The Adler
A. Tafoya, Victor
Afternoon Session
Jaramillo.
book, telling how you
San Miguel county prisoners, April
can EASILY guard against
Board of county commissioners of of
Ruiz.
Sanjil
appendi- iccasions.
Kail River Herald.
and May, $51.50.
citis and get INSTANT relief from
San Miguel county met in
Preuinet No. 9, Pecos Jose Vartla,
regular
W. S. Fredericks, fees as deputy
or
on
as
constipation
session
the stomach,
gas
Pedro
per recess.
Rivera, Tibursio Roybal.
sheriff, $2.
is being read with much Interest
IN
REGISTER
SALT
Present:
The three county comby BIRTH
Precinct
No. 19, McKinley Albino
It
was
ordered that the board do
Las Vegas people. It is given away
missioners, the clerk and the Inter- now
B. Gallegos, Ignacio Gonzales,
Nar- until
adjourn
In
tomorrow, August
a Bottle Shown preter.
Novel "Certificate"
free by the Red Cross Drug Co.
ciso Gallegos.
8, 1911, at 10 o'clock, a. m.
e
Pension Officer In
to
In the matter of the Las Vegas-MorPrecinct No. 20, San Juan Alejan
ROMAN GALLEGOS,
England.
A WARNING AGAINST
WET FEET.
road.
dro Florez, Felipe Chavez, Fidel San
Attest:
Wet and chilled feet usually affect
Chairman.
The clerk of this board is hereby
Since the
the mucous membrane of the nose,
chez.
pensions act has
LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.
throat and lungs, and la grippe, bron- been in operation in England, says a instructed to draw warrant in favor
Precinct No. 21, Casa Coloratla
Lhs
M.
N.
Vegas,
Aug 8, 1911.
chitis or pneumonia may result. writer in the Strand Magazine, there of the terrfltoriaj tneurer In flhe
Jose F. Aragon, Isabel Leyba, Miguel
Watch carefully, particularly
The
cerbeen
has
a
of
for
board
search
birth
sum
the
great
of seven hundred ($700.00) dolcounty commissioners
Apodaca.
children, and for the racking) stub- tificates, in order to enable those enof San Miguel
oouniy, New Mexico,
road
born coughs give Foley's Honev and titled to its benefits to claim their pen- lars, out of the Las Vegas-MorPrecinct No. 22, Sabinosa Ramon
met.
in
regular session as per adjourn A.
Tar Compound.
It soothes the in- sions. As the registration of births, fund to the credit of the Las Vegas-MorTrujillo, Placido Beltran, Francis
ment at 10 o'clock, a .in
flamed membranes,
road.
and
heals the more than seventy years ago, was not
co Chavez.
cough quickly. Take no substitute.
Present: Roman Gallegos, chairUnited States warrant in the sum
carried out as now, there has been a
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Precinct No. 23, San Jose Carlo:
Drug difficulty in many cases in
Co.
Dollars man; Benigno Martinez, county com- Griego, Cruz Gallegos, Nicasio Ortiz.
proving of One Hundred ($100.00)
the age of the applicants, and in one (iiiarterly payment for
rent, rooms, missioner; John S. Clark, county comPrecinct No. 24, La Liendre Felipe
Instance at least a certificate of an ex etc., for use of United States
HOME MADE CANDIES
court missioner; Lorenzo Delgado, the clerk Tapia, Hilanio Delgado, Agaplto Arawas
novel
character
ceedingly
present and officers was received, the same of the board, and the interpreter.
That's dpBCrlntlvo nf
w
n1
At DTIV 1ntn tha nnnl tinnalan rtf
The minutes of the previous session gon.
the Potter Candy Kitchen Thev are
was ordered
7
l.Tt
depoi8td with the
ncer Bal(1 ne nad never come acr0ss
Precinct No. 25, Pena Blanca
were
a ..ume proauci ana tney are made one like it. and he was auite Drenared
read, approved and signed in
treasurer
county
to the credit of the
Ramirez, Benedito Duran, Eugeopen session.
by the most expert candy makers to take it as a proof of the age of the general county fund of 1910.
nio Chavez.
In
the
of
matter
can
the
Comes
of
now
a
money
obtain. Hence we lead all Applicant. When a child was born in
building
Eugenio Romero, treasPrecdnct No. 26, Los Alamos Jose
competitors in this district Try a this particular family a clear glass urer and collector, and submits to the cement sidewalk on north walk of N. Gallegos, Pedro Garcia, Antonlc
'
box of our chocolates. We cover the bottle was procured and partly filled board his
court
house.
monthly statement of nil
Sanchez.
with salt; then the letters and figures
entire retail field. F. B. Potter.
business "transacted by him during
County Commissioner Benigno MarPrecinct No. 27, San Pablo, Jose De
forming the names of the child and
date of birth were cut out of a news- and ending the month of Inly, 1911, tinez was instructed and authorized Atenclo, Emiterio Sanchez, Jose Ig
How Cold Affects the Kidneys
paper and placed inside the bottle, be- the same was approved by the board. to take charge and let contract for nacio Crespfn.
Avoid taking cold if your
kidnevs
Comes now Secundino
Romero, the building of a cement sidewalk
are sensitive. Cold congests the kid- ing put In their correct position with
Precinct No. 15, Las Manuelilas a piece of wire, and then more salt sheriff and submits to the hoard his from the steps of the north side of
neys, throws too much much work
Ratnon
Chavez, Rumaldo Perea, Casi- upon them, and weakens their action. was carefully added to keep them in monthly statement of all liquor li- the building to the gate connecting miro
Vigil.
of
orflowers
place.
and
other
Serious kidney trouble and even
Sprays
censes collected by him during the with the street sidewalk.
Precinct No. 10, La Union Juan
Bright's disease may result. Strength- namental designs, cut from cretonne, month of
In the matter of the tax rolls for
July, 1911, the same was
en your kidneys, get rid of the pain were also tastefully arranged around
Arguello,
Guadalupe Ortiz, Luis
A. D. 1911.
and soreness, build them up by the the Inside of the bottle, and then the approved by the board.
The quarterly report of justice of
Comes now John H. York, assessor
timely use of Foley's Kidney Pills. whole was tightly packed with salt,
Precinct No. 17, San Patricio
Tonic in action, quick in results. O. and corked and sealed. It was then the peace, precinct No. 7, was
of San Miguel county, and delivers
read,
O. Schaefer and Red Cross
Lopez, Faustino Gutierrez, No- Co.
in
a
Drug
placed
to the board of county commissioners
prominent position on the approved and ordered filed.
berto
Duran.
dresser or In a corner cupboard, where
The following accounts agai'nBt the two tax rolls for A. D. 1911, And the
HE KNEW IT ALL
Precinct No. 18, Mishawaka C. D
It has been for more than seventy
county were examined, approved and board after having duly examined said Black, Dinicio
Who? Why the man who purchased years. The white salt shows
Ulibarri, John Hart
up the lettax rolls and having found the same man.
:
ft World Almanac. This book contains ters and ornaments in relief, and the ordered paid,
Gross, Kelly & Co., merchandise to be correct did approve said tax
information on every subject of inter- whole effect Is novel and pleasing.
Precinct No, 33, Los Vigiles Baci- road district No. 3, $7.91.
rolls, and the clerk of this board is lio
est. It is a regular
encyclo
Lopez, JoBe Agapito Martinez,
The Colorado Telephone Co., tele- instructed to deliver one to the coun- Demetrrto
paedia of information. You can find
Quintana.
Elephant's Wisdom.
treasurer and
collector
everything in its contents from batting
Precinct No. 34, San Isidro Luis T.
In response to an Inquiry as to what phone rent for court house and jail, ty
and
forward
the other to the terri- Garcia, Fermin
averoges to college yells with census was the cleverest act he ever knew an August, 1911, $20.
Benavidez, Jose M.
Rosenthal Furniture Co., merchan- torial traveling auditor at Santa Fe, Perea.
reports and statistics. The Bally Curio elephant to perform, a British road ofNew
Mexico.
store has Jue' received the new Issue. ficer told how once, when unloading dise and repairs court house, $4.40.
Precinct No, 35, Las Gallinas Cel.
some steel tubing from a ship, It was
It is now ordered that the board estino
Agua Pura Co., water rent August
Price 35 cents
Garcia, Octaviano Salas, Antothe elephant's task to carry the pipes 1911, $25.
do now adjourn subject to the call or
nio
Aranda.
of
means
his trunk from one part
by
The Sound Sleep of Good Health
M. A. Sanchez
consp. the chairman.
Precinct No. 36, Penasco Bianco-Pe- dro
Is not for those sufrerinsr from kid- of the wharf to another.
on tax 1907 and 1908, $6.53.
ROMAN GALLEGOS,
The pipes had been oiled to prevent
Domlnguez, Sebero Lucero,
ney ailments and irregularities. The
Romero Merc. Co., merchandise for Attest:
Chairman.
prompt use of Foley Kidney Pills will them from rusting, and when the eleSanchez.
LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.
dispel backache and rheumatism, heal phant took one up it slipped from his county prisoners, $6.85.
Precinct No. 37, El Cerrlto Vivian
and strengthen sore, weak and ailing grasp. He tried It again with the same
Red Cross Drug Co., stationery for
Las Vegas, N. M., Sept. 6, 1911.
Jesus M. Quintana, J. le
Quintana,
restore
normal
kidneys,
action, and
and at last seemed to compre county offices, $2.
The board of county commissioners la O.
with it health and strength. Mrs. M. result,
Aragon.
was
reason
hend
what
the
failfor
his
Francisco Lucero y Mares, fees, of San Miguel county, New Mexico,
F. Spalsbury, b.erlins, ill., savs: "I
Precinct No. 38, Los Torres, Patrisuffered great pain in my back and ure, for he soon afterward pushed the justfee of the peace, $3.50.
met in regular session at 2 p. m.
cio Montano, Luis S. Montano, Julian
to
with
a
his
foot
where
pipe
spot
could
not
kidneys,
sleep at night, and
Las
and Power Co,
Present:
Roman Gallegos, chair- Lucero.
could not raise my hands over my there was a pile of sand and then lisrhts Vegas Light
for court house and jail, July, man; John S. Clark, county commis
head. But two bottles of Folev Kid- rolled the pipe backward and forward.
Precinct No. 39, Tecolotito Jose G.
sioner; Benigno Martinez, county
ney Pills cured me." O. G. Schaefer The sand, owing to the- oil, adhered to $35.
larcon, Hipdllto Baca,
Anaatacio
and Red Cross Drug Co.
the tube, and the elephant then put
Rafael Gallegos, services as inter commissioner; Lorenzo Delgado, clerk llael y
Apodaca.
his trunk around It and carried It with preter in jusice of the peace court of the board and the
interpreter.
Precinct No. 40, Bernal Reymundo
YOUR SIDEBOARD STOCK
ease. He applied the same means to $4.
Minutes of he last meeting were Castellano, Claudio
Is a matter concerning; which wn the other tubes without aid or suggesOrtega, Luclo
Rafael Gallegos, services as inter read approved and signed in open ses- Montoya.
should give careful attention. We car- tion from his mahout.
preter in justice of the peace court sion.
Precinct No. fl, Canon Largo
ry the famous Sherwood Rye whiskey,
$4.
In the matter of the appointment
Coca,
Pantaleon
pronerly sed and best suited for
Archuleta,
Good and Bad Composition.
Rafael Gallegos, services as inter of judges of registration for the gen-er- Leandro Martinez.
family use. We also carry a splendid
A writer An the London Dally Chronfor board, $2.
election to be held November 7,
Precinct No. 28, Chavez Juan D.
line of wines and champagnes. Fam- icle has revived the old dispute as to preter
Jose N. Gallegos,. services as Inter A. D., 1911.
Martinez, Concepcion Dominguea, Jus-t- o
the
line
finest
in
ily trade accorded our special attenEnglish poetry. He
In justice of the peace court,
Be it Resolved, by the board of
Griego.
tion. Goods delivered. The Opera quotes Prof. Cburton Collins as giv- preter
$2.
to
In
the
line
commissioners of San Mlgue!
a
county
ing
Swinburne's
palm
Precinct No. 29, East Las Vegas -Bar, Charles Farley, proprietor.
Pablo Vigil, justice of the oeace, county. New Mexico, that the follow- Ben Coles, Rafael
"Tristan and Iseult," the line Ah&t
Gallegos, Charles
says: "And all their past came wall- fees, $9.25.
ing named persons be and are hereby Tamme.
AN EPIDEMIC OF COUGHING
ing in the wind." Certainly that Is a
Pablo Vigil, justice of the peace, appointed judges of registration, in
lis sweeping over the town. Old and great
Precinct No. 30, Canon de Manueli-ta'line, but the real difficulty, says fees, $12.25.
young alike are affected, and the
and for their respective precincts for
Indnno
the
Chronicle
Is
Martinez, Francisco
to
find
scribe.
the
Strain is particularly hard on little
Pablo Vigil, justice of the peaca, the election of state and county offQuintana, Valentin Salazar.
khlldren and on elderly peonle. Foley's wont line rather than the best. And fees.
$4.75.
icers,
Precinct No. 31, PuertecJto, Emlllo
loney and Tar compound is a quick then he tells us of a contest between
Baca y Garcia justice of
Precinct No. 1, San Miguel
and reliable cure for all coughs Tennyson and FitzGerald as to' who
Ieipe
Martinez, Jose Baca, Tomas Gonzales.
tafe colds. Contains no
opiates. O could write the weakest Imaginable the peace, fees $5.65.
Esqulbel. Trinidad Garcia, Luis
Precinct No. 32, El Pueblo PelaI. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
WoTdsworthlan line. They succeeded
Felipe Baca y Garcia justice of Tapia.
gio Gallegos, Francisco Ribera y MarIn producing: "A Mr. Wilkinson, a the peace,- fees
$5.65.
Precinct No. 2, La Cuesta Eutimlo tinez, Juan C.
How to cure a cold is a question in clergyman." FitzGerald and Tennyson
Gallegos.
Baca
Felipe
y
Garcia,
of
Gallegos,
justice
George Pacheco, Manuel A.
Precinct No. 47, Hot Springs
lien many are interested llst now. each claimed this fine effort and the of
the
fees,
$6.15.
peace,
Martinez.
Cousrh Remedy
has point Is still undecided. Can any one
jamberlain's
Martinez, Bias Martinez, Lorenn its great reputation and immense else do better than this?
Felipe Baca y Garcia, justice of
Precinct No. 3, Las Vegas South
zo Leal.
Be by its remarkable cure of colds.
the peace, fees $5.65.
Poncgano Barela, Enrique Sena, An
Precinct No. 48, Trementina Juan
lean always be depended upon. For
Felipe Baca y Garcia, justice of dres Sena.
P
le by all druggists.
Garcia, Hilario Gonzales, Lorenzo
American Artist Honored.
of the peace, fees, $6.15.
Precinct No. 4, Tecolote Simon Lo Gonzales.
Edward Stelchen, the New York
ITien her child is in danger a wo
Cruz Segura, salary, court house pez, Roque Duran,
has just won signal distinction
Guadalupe Marti
Precinct No. 49, Agua Zarca Dolowill risk her life to protect it. artist,
janitor, July $36.
nez.
for
himself
and
this
sehis
res Marquez, Martin Marquez, Apolo-nlby
country
great act of heroism or risk of life lection to execute a
Henry Sena, salary, county jailer,
Precinct No. 5, Las Vegas North
part of the
Marquez.
lecessary; to protect a child from mural decorations of large
the new Luxem- July, $50.
Give Chamberlain's
Coueh
Juan Florence, Serafin Baca, Francispp.
Precinct
No. 42, Romeroville On
Refug'o Eequlbel, salary
jedv and all danger Is avoided bourg museum, Paris. He first be
county co Romero.
sale by all druggists.
Me known for his photographs.
jailer, July, $40.
Precinct No. 10, Chaperito Pelagio
(Continued on Page Six)
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When you purchase calling cards you naturally
desire the most modish
and correct.

Your cards

are, in fact, an indicat-
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ion of your standing.

The Optic has the new
est and most exact styles.

select any of them
you can do so with the
If you

assurance that your
cards will be just right.
We can provide engrav
ed cards or printed ones

that lookjjust as nice as
engravings.
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TO TALK

report from Rome tells of a visit
to the Pope by a parish priest
m Venice, where the Pope was for- a bishop. For the entertain- t of his visitor the Pope placed
phonograph a disk made from (he
und of the bells when first they
Cam- from the reconstructed
ile of San Marco.
"Close your
eyes,'', sad he, "aind listen; you will
feel that you are back in dear Ven-

ice."

i

It is of course the familiar human
Btory of the millionaire who would
ike to hear the tinkling cowbells on
the 'arm again; o the
mariner that longs to hear across the
uc Mniiiii iii Liirj inn i, iicna ui
his native town. Not always in the
Vatican is 'the weariness of the Pope
to be cheered by the mighty music
naic.i

Tomorrow is Candlemas, frequently
called Groundhog's day. According
to a common belief, which probably
has grown out of some tradition of
the middle ages, If the sun shines
brightly on Candlemas, six weeks of
continued and Increasedly severe
winter weather will ensue. The story
liit that the groundhog always
arouses from his long sleep on Feb
ruary 2 and- crawls out of his hole at
the noon hour. Should the sun be
sWnlng he sees his shadow and re
tires for another long nap. Just why
the groundhog Is afraid of his shadow
is not explained.
There has lKen some controversy
regarding the time of day at which
the groundhog emerges from his hole.
The concensus of opinion is that the
exit Is made at 12 m.
However,
should anyone disagree with this theory, he Is at liberty to hunt the groundhog's domocile this evening and await
at its portal tomorrow until the occupant comes out. The groundhog occasionally mfsses hisl guess, It is
said, but no oftener than the almanac
or weather prognosticators.
In the Roman Catholic church
Candlemas is observed as the feast
of the purification of the blessed vir
gin Mary. According to custom all
the candles to be used in the ceremonies during the remainder of the
year, are blessed at this feast.
St. Blaise's Day
On Saturday the church will observe St. Blaise's day. St. Blaise was
a saint and martyr. He was bishop
s
of Sebaste in Cappadocia, when
began a bloody persecution of
the Christians. Blasiu9 left the town
and concealed himself in a cavern in
the rocks but was discovered by the
prefect, Agricola, while hunting. The
saint was conveyed to Sebaste, but,
as he steadfastly refused to deny
Christ and worship the heathen gods,
he was first scored with iron combs
and then beheaded, A. D. 316. Attine
time St. Blaise must have been widely
venerated, judging by the extent ol
the territory over which his relics
were scattered.
The wojft combers
claim him as tho;r patron dh account
of the fact that he was tortured,
among other instruments, with a wool
comb. The practice of invoking St.
Blaise in cases of sore throat is said
to have originated in the circumstance
that when young, he saved the only
son of a rich, widow from being
choked bv a fish bone. The cere
mony of the blessing of throats ac
cording to the rites prescribed for
St Blaise's Day will be performed
Saturday morning at the Church of
the Immaculte Concept'on.

hs

and the
There
are times when he would like to he a
priest arid listen to the bells of his
old home town.
FOR RENT
Dr. Holme
used to insist) (that
Two nicely furnished front rooms,
memory is more responsive to per- with electric- - lights and bath. In- fume than to anything else; that old
518 Sixth street.
songs, old dreams and old joys are
brought back tb us on the invisible
wings of the odor of jasmine and
rose and violet. Against that dogma
stands a great array of poets bearing
witness to the compelling power of
bells.
Every literature has its bell
songs and bell stories, every heart its
Venice to be recalled by them.
Of

organs

voices'

and trumpets

of tuneful choristers.

:

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
1. The course
Now York, Feb.
stocks took during the morning presented a marked contrast to yesterday's hurried decline. Traders took the

files

jts

answer

SUBMITTED
DOCUMENTS
LONG
TO COURT BY CARNEGIE AND
OTHER RICH MEN.

Trenton, N. J., Feb. 1. With the
filing today of the answers of the
Unite!' States Steel corporation, its
subsidiaries and individual defendants
named on the government's suit to
dissowe the big corporation because
of alleged violations of the anti-trus-t
laws all the defendants concerned In
the case have been heard from. The
next move is for the government to
file a recapitulation after which the
United States court will appoint an
examiner to take evidence.
Besides the steel corporation, its
anhfiidiaries and some of its direct
ors, the following also filed their an
swers today: Andrew Carnegie, John
D. Rockefeller, Sr., John D. Rocke
feller, Jr., Edmund C. Converse and
William P. Palmer. All the answers,
with the exception of that of Mr. Pal
mer, who is president of the Anu r
can Steel Wire company of New' Je'
snsey, were made public last night
are Dublished today. They are a,t
oral denial of the government's a!
legations.
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The Season's Solid Success

34;

i

Five Months at
Whitney Opera House
Chicago

Te" MnthS at
Theatre
Herald
New Yotk

M

JOS.

tA.

MAGNIFICENT

o xites
PRODUCTION

THREE

I WINS

Ma-dero-'s

Introducing the Brilliant

Comedian

"

GEORGE EBNER
SUPPORTED

(Late Star
Merry Widow)
The Greatest

ais-qulr-

BY

(Permission

MISS GERTRUDE HUTCHESON
America Has
Musical Comedy Success
IT IS DIFFERENT FROM ALL OTHERS

MORE

SONG HITS
LAUGHS

PRETTY GIRLS

W.

Savage)

Ever Known

Book by Charles Dixon
Music by Karl Hoschna
Lyrics by O. A. Hauerbach

EVERYBODY
Reads the Optic

MUTINEERS ARE

trous and Beautiful Immediately
After a Danderine Hair Cleanse

TERRORIZING JUAREZ

Get a 25 Cent Bottle Now and
Forever Stop Falling Hair, Itching
Scalp and Dandruff

-but

D

every Bakirxtfirpblem.
er

j

Hair Becomes Soft, Fluffy, Lus

immediately double
A little Danderine now willdifference
how dull,
the beauty of your hair-- No
a cloth with
faded, brittle and scraggy, just moisten
hair
Danderine and carefully draw it through your
The effect is
taking one small strand at a time.
light,
immediate and amazing your hair will be abunof
fluffy and wavy and have an appearance and luxudance: an incomparable lustre, softness hair health.
of true
riance, the beauty and shimmer
Try' as you will after an application of Danderine,
of dandruff or a loose
you cannot find a single trace
itch, but
or falling hair and your sea j will not
few week s
what will please you most wlll be after a
fine and
use when you will actually see new hair,
really new hau sprouting
downy at
all over the scalp.
of ram
Danderine is to the hair what fresh showers
to the
and sunshine are to vegetation. It goes right
them. Its
roots, invigorates and strengthens
abunproperties cause the hair to grow
beautiful.
dantly long, strong and
Danderine
Get a 25 cent bottle of Knowlton's
prove to
from any drug store or toilet counter and as
pretty
your hair is
yourself tonight-now-- that
it has been neglected or injured
and soft as any-t- hat
all-you
surely can
by careless treatment-th- afs
will just
have beautiful hair and lots of it, if you
awaits you.
Real
Danderine.
surprise
little
a
try

gprnLn-MILLE-

.-)

ths answer to

that the market had been
Washington, Feb. 1. Wordy hos ground and
oversold
that it was unwise to
tilities between Detective William J.
Burns and Attorney Hanecy, Senator extend operations on the short side.
were.
Lortaer's counsel, were renewed to The Inquiry for stock covering wai
sufficient to force up quotations on-wheat May
When
continued
under
July $6;.
Burns
day
Corn, May 68
before the senate siderablv. The death of Edwin Haw
July
67.
i;
ley had no effect except on the Haw-lecommittee investigating Senator
Oats, May o2; July 47.
stocks. The copper group was
Pok, May $16.20.
election. Burns had attacked
.?,:..
the credibility of Charles MoGowan, a helped by the large decrease in
Lard, May
witness for lxrimer, who had testi- the supply of copper abroad. Aggres
Ribs, May $8.72
fied relative to alleged conversations sive buying ceased after 11 o'clock
about the $100,000 "jack pot" fundto and there was a gradual decline which
CHICAGO LIVE STOCK
"put Lorimer over." Hanecy and virtually wiped out the previous adChicago, Feb. 1. Cattle,
receipts
vances.
Pacific
showed
Southern
spesoon
as
as
Burns got into a wrangle
Market steady to strong
cial weakness falling well under yes- 5,500.
the examination began.
Beeves
Texas steers
$4.504j8.65;
Bonds were
"This man has been insulting me," terday's close to 106
Western steers $4.80
$4.605.90;
began Burns, but Chairman Dilling- irregular.
The market closed strong. Room'7'25; Blockers and feeders $3.85
ham requested him not to interfere
.
snorts were brought up with a qu .. o io; cows and heifers $2.256.85;
in discussions between counsel.
calves
$68.50.
I
in
will
him
"You call
or
the closing hour. Concerted
stop him," turn
Market sIor
Hogs, receipts 45,000.
a
retorted Burns.
cover
caused
to
scramble
buying,
5 cents
lower.
Lights
$5.606.15
chairI
as
the
which obliterated the day's losser.
"I'll do just
please,"
heavy $5.95S'
man answered.
Union Pacific, Southern Pacific and mixed $5.856.30;
"Can't the witness protect himself?" United States Steel which had been 6.32; rough $5.956.10; pigs $4H
flared Senator Kenyon, as he turned the weak features, rallied to well 5.35; bulk of sales $6.106.25.
Marke.
Sheep,
receipts 15,000.
toward the chairman.
above yesterday's close and there was
western
Native
steady.
$3.154.65;
"This man has been
Readexceptionally heavy buying of
everybody who has been on the wit- ing, which sent it up
St. Paul, $3.504.70; yearlings $4.755.3a:
western
ness stand," insisted Burns. "I don't American Smelting and New York lambs, native $4.406.70;
propose to be insulted. If he keeps Central also registered gains of about $4.606.7O.
on I'll tell something about his repu- a point.
tation."
The last sales were as followsKANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
"Oh, I guess my reputation is all Amalgamated
Kansas City, Feb. 1. Cattle, re61 H
Copper
right," interposed Attorney Hanecy.
American Beet Sugar
118
ceipts, 3,500, including 300 southerns.
The committee decided the attor- Atchison
Market strong. Native steers $5.40
..104
j
neys must cease using language Great Northern
128
8.25; southern steers $56.50; south
as
insulting. New York
which could be regarded
ern
cows and heifers $35; native
110
Central
Attorney Hanecy wanted to know if Northern Pacific
cows and heifers $36.50; stockers
116
on
information
Burns had given the
and feeders $46.50; bulls $3.75
156
which an Associated Press dispatch Reading
Southern
107
Pacific
5.50; calves
$3.757.25; western
his
on January 21, 1912, announcing
Union Pacific
steers $57.25; western cows $35
162
work on the case, had been based.
United States Steel
60
Hogs, receipts 11,000. Market steaBurns said he had not.
110
dy to 5 cents lower. Bulk of sales
Senator Jones took exception to a United States Steel, pfd
$5.906.25;
heavy
$6.206.30;
statement in the dispatch that Burns
packers and butchers $6.056.30;
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
had reported to the committee and
Chicago, Feb. 1. Wheat, big re- lights $5.606.15; pigs $4.25G5.25.
that his services had been dispensed
Sheep, receipts 5,000. Market weak.
with only to be continued by the Chi- ceipts from the northwest,
mild
weather and the apparent good condi- Muttons $3.254.60; lambs $56.6;";
cago Tribune.
"I never heard about it," declared tion of the fall sown crop resulted fed wethers and yearlings $3.505.50
Senator Jones, "and as I understand today in selling pressure on wheat. fed ewes $2.754.10.
ST. LOUIS WOOL.
it, counsel for the committee were World shipments, however, were exSt. Louis, Feb. 1. Wool
never told by the Burns people that pected to be light. The opening was
steady.
!4 cents lower.
they had evidence against McGowan a shade to
May Territory and western mediums 16
and then the services were discon- started at 102
to 102, touched 18; fine mediums 1517; fine 1015.
tinued. It not that so?"
102
and fell to
NEW YORK MONEY
"No, we knew about it," replied
Active buying brought firmness to
New
Fob. 1. Call money 2
Attorney Healy.
York,
corn.
Many farmers were reported
"Then 1 am sorry to, bear it," re- to be
Mexican
prime
paper
fuout
for
decided
a
holding
"""""
"
turned Senator Jones.
dollars 47 'cents.
ture advance. May opeiied
of
the
Burns
told
Attorney Healy
report to the committee's counsel
Burns objected to the statement the reported connection between' the
and of the detective's report to the that his men had
trouble in the north and the Zapata
"gotten nowhere."
committee when Senator Jones was
had worked two or three campaign.
"They
absent. "About the time McGowan months and didn't claim to have gottestified here in July," explained At- ten more than
Orozco Still Loyal.
alleged admissions to
torney Healy, "Mr. Beck of Chicago a single man, uncorroborated," SenLaredo,
Texas, )reb. 1. Reports
Tribune, told us that a man named ator Jones snapped.
that the garrison in Chihuahua, MexStuart, who claimed he was a cbum
Attorney Hanecy twitted Burns for ico, is in revolt cannot be confirmed
of McGowan's, was talking in Chicago
what a private detective here. There has been no report of
believing
about McGowan's testimony. Detect- had told him.
local origin of an uprising in Chiive Bailey, a Burns operative, report"The lawyers have not been able to huahua.
that Mc- convince
ed that Stuart intimated
It is said here today tnat the reason
you that all detectives are
Gowan had testified falsely and re- crooked?" asked
that General Orozco, President
Hanecy.
ceived money.
with
"No; I include lawyers
former military chief, and now
"Bailey went on a hunting trip crooked detectives."
a garrison commander, tendered his
were
we
and
with McGowan,
told,
got
The attorney acked if detective resignation, was that Madero asked
We considadmissions from him.
agencies did not at times employ Orozco to go to Morelos, south of the
ered, however, that it wjould be just "yeggmen."
capital, to fight the rebel, Zapata.
a detective's word against McGowan's
law- After Orozco declined this mission he
"Yes, sometimes for crooked
land as the expenses were great and
yers, to blow up safes and get papers resigned but Madero succeeded In Inwe were getting nowhere we recom- - that
lawyers want."
ducing the soldier to withdraw the
e
mended that the detective ne
"By the way, Mr. Burns, you have resignation for the time being). There
pnsed with."
boasted publicly since you have been had been no trouble in the barracks
in Washington that you lie to news- in Nuevo Laredo.
The rioting in
paper men and thers," suggested Juarez is regarded here as a local
"We call it outburst.
Attorney
Hanecy.
finessing or using) subterfuge," was
the response.
"The ordinary man would call it
lying."
"You do it yourself," retorted Mr.
Burns.
was con
Burns
cluded just before recess.

Grows hair and we
can prove it

first-ye-

-v-

62.

Danderine

steel Wiwion

-
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Lici-niu-

BELLS OF SAN MARCO

DETECTIVE
BURNS MORE THAN
A MATCH FOR ATTORNEY IN
LORIMER DEFENSE.

'-

cents and
cents higher at 68ko
rose to 68.
Oats sympathized with corn strength.
Orders to purchaso were in plentiful
cents
supply. Mar starred H to
cents and
higher at 52 to 53
to
SB weakened pro-Big receipts ofj
were 2V4 to
visions.
Initial
to
7
cents down
th May $16.17
J16.22V4 for port
$9.35 for lard and
8.72
to $8.75, r ribs.
tionB for the day
The closing qi

(Continued from Page One)
the mutiny at Juarez and the Zapata
movement. No confirmation has been
received of the report that trouble
has broken out at Chihuahua.
communil cation
with
Telegraphic
Cuernavaca has just been
lished. Official reports received today say that fighting occurred in a
after
number of places yesterday
noon and evening in the neighborhood
of Cuernavaca and another skirmish
between the federals and the Zapatistas took place this morning. Federal victories are claimed to have
been gained in all the combats.
President Madero today said that
the trouble at Juarez arose from an
attempt to muster out a portion of
the garrison and that It had no political signflcance. General Orozco has
notified the president that he has
started today with 400 troops ficm
Chihuahua for Juarez. A report from
Chihuahua says that all is quiet
there. President Madero disbelieves
re-est-
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Shoes
Sviits
Coasts
Dresses

Dry Goods
Stetson Hats

Stockings
Sweaters
Skirts
Manahattan Shirts
Gloves
Underwear

EVERYTHING

OF QUALITY

Florsheim and Stetson Shoes For Men
'The

Store of Quality

E. Las Vegas

N.Mr

LAS VEOtAS

The

PERSONALS

PrescrlptioBist

R. C.

Rankin, assistant bank exam
iner and traveling auditor, wan 1b
Santa, Fe yesterday on official busi

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
m prescription filling. Every
our
prescription leaving
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fiD your
prescription.

John Pugh came in this morning
from hl ranch east of Wagon Mound,
and Mil be in Las Vegas several
days.
H.

Parsons, an attorney ol
Fort Sumner, was In Las Vegas Tuesday on business, elavlng for Santa
Fe yesterday.
A .Mennet, who had been on a
short business trip in the interest of
the Charles Ilfeld company, returned
to Las Vegas from Raton this morning.

FILL

GRAUBARTH

NEW SPRING TAILOR
MADE HATS.
The first of the season, in Mrs. L.
P. Wright's window, 509 Sixth street;
$4.50, $6.50 and $7.00 each. Come and

Phone Main

CO.

;

SPECIAL

CORSET

SALE
39c

Value
Value
Value

65c

1.00
1.50

ALL NEW STOCK

69c

98c

AND

LINE OF SIZES.

HOFFMAN

AND

R.

Henry Springer is in Las Vegas
from his home in Cimarron visiting
his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Springer. He will return to Colfax
county tomorrow evening.
Mr. and Mrs. M. C. Miller, of Keokuk, la., are visitors in Las Vegas and
expect to spend the next two months
here. Mr. Miller is general manager
of the Keokuk Sand company.
Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Palmer are in
Las Veaas from their home in Chicato spend
several
go and expect
months here. They are staying it La
Pension hotel at the present time.
S. E. Busser, superintendent of the
Santa Fe reading rooms, was in Ias
Yegas yesterday. He arrived from
the south and was forced by the
wreck in Shoemaker canyon to spend
the afternoon and night in Las Vegaa.
Mr. Busaer has charge of the Santa
Fe concerts and while here visited
Secretary Marwick or the Y. M. C. A.,
Mr.
where the concerts are held.
Busser In his conversation with Mr.
Marwick, stated that Las Vegas is in
line for a number of fine concerts in
the near future. Though he made no
definite statements regarding dates,
he said that there is to be a band concert, a glee club from the east and
of high
several other attractions
class. The next concert for the
Meadow City has not been scheduled
hut will be held at an early date.

WINTERS DRUG

r

ness.

PHONE MAIN 104

SEE

THE

get first choice.

J
COUNTY

QUALIFIED TODAY

RHEUMATISM
KIDNEY AILMENTS
STOMACH TROUBLES

FAYWQOD
HOT SPRINGS
It cures, and you remain cured, we
know, and you will if you try it.
Conceded the greatest kidney water
on earth.
Why not visit Faywood Hot Springs
first, since you will eventually go there
anyway?
ClimLarge Modern Hotel. Perfect
Booklet.
ate.

T.

C.

McDermott, "The Faywood,"
Faywood, N. M.

ITALIAN AVIATOR DROPS
BOMBS ON ARAB CAMP
HE IS WOUNDED WHILE IN THE
AIR BUT RETURN8 TO CAMP
IN

SAFETY

Tripoli, Feb. 1. While throwing
bombs from an aeroplane into an
Arab encampment near Tobruk in
Cyrenaica, Captain Monte, an Italian
woundmilitary aviator, was severely
ed today. The outposts at Tobruk,
which was occupied by the Italian
expeditionary army in October, have
been subjected recently to a number
harrassing attacks by the Arabs,
were
whose position and strength
commander.
Italian
not known to the
Captain Monte made a flight with
another mHitary iriau who acted as
observer, and discovered the Arab
encampment.
Monte threw several bombs among
the Arabs who responded with riftt
Are.
The aeroplane was struck fo ir
times by the Arab bullets, one of
which hit Captain Monte, woundin?
him scverly. He was able to return
to camp with the assistance of hid
companion and both landed safe!',
bringing valuable information.

OFFICIALS

DELGADO AND PtOMERO ENTER
UPON THEIR cUTIES IN
DUE FORM.

l.orenzc Delgado, who was elected
on November 7 last to the office of
county clerk, this morning qualified
and he,'an his new duties. Mr. Delgado presented bona in the sum of
William B. Stapp, who for
$10,000.
several months has neen clerk of the
court, for the Fourth judicial district
and prior to that time was deputy
clerk, will be retained by Mr. Delgado as chief deputy clerk. For some
time Mr. Stapp will have charge of
the court business of the clerk's office
while Mr. Delgado, in addition to general supervision over all the business,
will pay particular attention to the
probate court and county commissioners' work. Mr. Delgado will re
tain the office used by him as clerk
of the probate court as well as the
old Fourth
judicial clerk's room.
will be consolLater all the busina
idated in the old clerk's office.
The county clerks are the busiest
officers in the court houses of the
state. According to the constitution
they are required to act as clerk of
the court, clerk of the probate court
and clerk to the board of county commissioners. They keep records of legal transactions, real estate transactions and county business transactions. Mr. Delgado is well fitted fof
his new position. His education and
experience, coupled with a natural aptitude for business, will enable him to
make a good record. His chief deputy, Mr. Stapp, is one of the most
capable men in the southwest. He is
known to the lawyers of the entire
state as an efficient court clerk.
Messrs. Eugene Lujan and Guillermo
Garcia, clerks in the probate clerk's
office, will be retained by Mr. Delgado.

this
Bugenlo Romero qualified
morning as county treasurer to succeed himself. Mr. Romero has been
county treasurer for over 12 years
and has made an enviable record as
a public servant. Robert L. M. Ross
will continue to be Mr. Romero's chief
deputy.

IT IS NOT STRANGE
Is not strange that so many peoOF COUGHING
at Kate Wright's Montezuma Is AN EPIDEMIC
eat
ple
over the town. Old and
sweeping
bill
The
restaurant on Center street
young alike are arfected, and the
18
strain is particularly hard on little
of fare is generous and the price

It

cents for regular meals.
It Is posMany people wonder how
meals so
sible to serve such e
cheaply.
cheap,

25

cent

children and on elderly people. Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound Is a quick
safe and reliable cure for all coughs
and colds. Contains no opiates. O.
O. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
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We have bfjen watching (he effects
of shallow plowing and disking for
nearly thirty years, and still we can
it. Fvery dry year the
see no good
same thing httpens. In 1908 we went
over thousanfb of acres where the
crope had been disked in on stubble.
We saw oats Xburned out six and
comeight Inches high; spring wheat
head:
to
fired
iist
beginning
pletely
inter wheat Bat went only five bushels to the acrl; and fields of corn on
shallow-plowedsod that yielded nothing but a handful of fodder.
The disking and shallow plowing
habits come from the humid states,
where it raita sometimes twice a
week, and smjll crops can always be
raised by simply cultivating enough
to keep the weeds.out
Farmers will sometimes say: "We
can raise more by disking than plowThis is true, because a sur
ing."
face farmer seldom plows more man
three inches, and he can do this equally well and more quickly with the
disk. Or he may plow without harhe
rowing, let the ground dry out as
goes, and plant in a poorly prepared
seed bed.
This design is for a girl of 10 to IS
An old friend of ours used to raise
and may be carried out in any
rears,
In
indifferent crops by plowing once
thin woolen material ; our model is In
seeds
his
in
and
disking
three years
limere.
blue
the two Intervening years. The first pastel
bodice Is cut low
ivalsted
shcri
The
to
two
year his oats would be about
a piece of
in
the
and
neck,
square
18
three feet high; the second year,
fancy r; lioon being carried serosa the
a
foot;
about
third
the
and
Inches;
mam
bcih front and back;
but if a dry year happened, there was edge
would
pernothing doing. He always
sist that he could raise good crops
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
without plowing to cary his cattle
to
I
winter.
happened
through the
meet him In 1909. "Well," I said, FOR SALE Incubator, good order,
712 Fifth street.
15.00.
"how did you come out last yearT
nh ho anid. "T sold my cattle.
ThmiRnnds of head of cattle were
nM in th fall of 1908 for the same

li

FANS ARE EXPECTED TO TAKE
OF LOW RATE
ADVANTAGE
FOR BASKETBALL

It is seldom that the lovers of basketball in Las Vegas are ever treated
to a doubleheader, both games of
which are with visiting teams, but
such will be the case tomorrow evening when the boys' and girls' teams
of the Albuquerque High School will
play the two teams from the Las
Vegas High School. The management
of the Meadow City aggregations was
exceedingly fortunate in securing the
doubleheader with the Duke City
school as contests with two outside
teams are always big drawing cards.
two
The expense of bringing the
learns from Bernalillo county is great,
hut judging from the advance sale of
tickets the attendance will warrant
the outlay.
Both teams from Albuquerque are
said to be composed of fast players
and the contests will no doubt be two
of the fastest and hottest games ever
witnessed by the Las Vegas fans. On
most occasions when doubleheaders
are scheduled the preliminary contest
is a tame one, but Friday night at
the armory both games promise to
be equally exciting.
The big squad of basketball girls
of the High School have been practicing every afternoon for the past
week and the team which will represent them in the contest with Albuquerque wil be worthy the task.
The boys' team of the Meadow City
school
have been holding practice
games with the Normal University
squad, and though the results of these
contests have not been given out it is
repotted that they are close, and that
the High School lads are playing a
last, sure game. This being the casj,
the cnances for victory for the Meadow City team over the Duke City aggregation should be good. The High
School has two
defeats recorded
against it which were administered by
the Albuquerque quintette in the sea-soof l il o and they will do all in
iheir power to erase this reeoi:l
evening by trimming the visitors' team The girls have a record
of defeating tho Albuquerqute
girls
iwictJ laat year and tihe game tomorrow eening will be to defend this
record and to add another victory to
the night side of the list.
Preceding the doubleheader contest
the girls of the High School will hold
a salt; of home made candies to help
defray the expenses of bringing the
two Albuquerque teams to Las Vegas
The record ot tnese girls as candy
makes Is good and la s sale siould be
successful financially.
Che Normal band has volunteered
its services and will play before and
after the contests aud during intermissions.
This organization, though
still in its infancy, can make good
muaic, and will be another addition to
the list of attractions which are to
be had for the price of one. Follow
iDg the games the High School students will hold a reecpUon in the O.
R. C. hall in honor of the two teams
from the Duke City.
Up to the time of the
game the
tickets for the doubleheader contest
will sell for 35 cents, but admission
to the armory without ticket will he
50 cents.
This price for the advance
sale is unusually low for a double- header contest between two visiting
adn two local teams. It is thought
that the public will show its apprecia
tion. The first game will begin at 8
u

?

reason.

FOR EVERYBODY

ALARM CLOCKS

Where It gains Often and Little
Cultivation le Needed.
(By

Sleep 'till waking time comes.
.90
Sunrise
$1.60
Spasmodic,
$1.35
Sunbeam,
Junior Tattoo,

$1.75
$2.70

Eight Day,

ROBERT J. TAUPERT,
OPTICIAN

AND

JEWELER

LAS VEGAS NEW MFXICO

TRY AN AD. IN THL'

OPTIC'S

"WANT COLUMNS"

Subscribe for The Optic

This put the market right

down and the dry farmers lost heavllv
nlant a crop of spring
wheat or oats on corn stuoDie, wnat
Ninety per cent of the
happens?
farmers put cattle on the stuDDie
rtnrlne- the winter.
The ground be
comes hard and overpacked; we disk
this on the surface and plant the seed.
For awhile It does splendidly, and If
the rains keep up will make a fair
crop; but If dry weather comes ana
a crust forms on the surface or un
der the mulch, the crop is gone, for
It has never
It Is solid underneath.
hMn nlowed.
It la the surface farmers who are a- ivs walliner about this crust under
the mulch, but those who belong to
scnool pay no attenthe
tion In It for thev still have nlentv
of room for the roots of their crops
nown below, and If tne muicn aDove
the cruet is In brooer share there is
no more evaporation than there is be- rore.
A man wrntn in in n nnca nnH nnlrpH
what he should do for the crust under
the mulch. I wrote back and said:
"Next year plow deep." His answer
was: "How did you find out that I
didn't plow deep?"
The worst consequence of disking
without plowing is the effect it has
on npt venr'a o.rnn
Tho irrrmnd lin

Surplus
$50,000.00

Capital Paid in

$100,000.00

'jr

-

it.

i
J. n.

CUNN1NOHAM,

President

T. HOSKINS, Cannier,

FRANK SPRINOEK,

LAS YEQAS
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

deep-plowin- g

A SMALL BEGINNING
is eagerly watched by the whole family because
everybody knows that from small beginnings
great achievements have arisen.

START A SAVINGS ACCOUNT
and you will be agreeably surprised at the pro
gress you made toward the big figures. With a
bank book in one handjyou can grasp an
with the other.
op-tuni- ty

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

ing hard, the water penetrates very
nttie; tne avanaoie moisture is used
un by the croc anfl the surnlus evap
orates or runs oft. Nothing is saved
for next year.
Tn drv frmiTi
If va wnrlr nnlv
for the present, we are living from
nana to moutn. me very foundation
of this branch of agriculture is to
farm for the future. Store up moisture in the soil next year and the
year after, keep track of It with the
pick and shovel or with a ground
mienir flnrt vnn will nnnn flnrl
which style of farming pays the

tginiriMiiifmrr'ifr

rmt

best

A Slope Traveled.
One of the broad slopes of Mont
Glnguez, France, is reported to have
become detached from its founda-

tions, and to have moved over a dis
tance of nearly a quarter of a mile,
carrying with it the soli, meadows
and woods, and covering up in its
passage roads and bridges that stood
in the way. A chestnut grove has
o'clock.
traveled five hundred feet without
suffering any apparent damage, but
many small lakes have been formed
$1500
by the damming of the waters. Sci
PART CASH, BALANCE ON TIMF. entiflc American.
will buy a good two story frame
house, ? rooms and bath, corner lot,
All In One Second.
sidewalks in on both streets, excelThe way of writing modern rolent location; easily worth $2,000
mances. Albert rode with the speed
Better hurry if you want to take of an arrow to the garden, sprang like
the wind from his steed, climbed like
advantage of this bargain.
a squirrel over the hedge, writhed like
investment and Agency
Corporaa snake through the palings, flew like
tion, Phone Main 40.
a hawk to the arbor, crept up to her
all unseen, threw himself passionately
GREAT WHITE WAY
at her feet, swore frantically that he
When you put up an electric sign at would shoot himself; was, however,
your place of business you will have Immediately heard, seated himself In
done something for yourself as well blessed delight at her side, sank on
as your city, tor an electric sign Is the her bosom, swam in a sea of bliss all
this was the work of a second I
modern great white way of advertising. Keeps your name constantly before the eyes of the purchasing pub
Can You Beat ThlsT
11c and
helps to make Las Vegas look
An English writer (a lady) thus
like a wideawake city. Las Vegas embodies her virgin emotions In the
. . .
Light and Power company.
words of a timed confessional:
"The first time she was kissed she
Felt like a vase of roses swimming In
CLARK'S TENTH ANNIVERSARY
Worcester, Mass., Feb. L The honey and eau de cologne. She also
tenth annual celebration of Founders' felt as If something was running
nerves on feet of diaDay was brilliantly observed at Clark through her
escorted
monds,
by several little Cu- Dr.
of
College today.
Lyman Abbott
In chariots drawn by angels,
pids
New York and President Sanford of
shaded by honeysuckles, and the
the college, delivered the principal whole spread with melte rainbows."
addresses.

WHY IT PAYS TO BUY
ADVERTISED GOODS
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, no
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a? protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised
goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

H

Always Pays to Buy Advertised Goods
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In A.

D. 1885. at the asaesment of
It Is now ordered the board do flow
Comes now 3. H. York, assessor,
Romero, land bounded
on the adjourn.
and
submits to the board bis stateiContinued From Pae Three)
south by Arroyo street, west by Paciment of license taxes received and
ROMAN GALLEGOS,
inecindo Ortix y OrtU, Joee
ignacio fic street, north by Delgado street, Attest:
assessed (or the third quarter ending
Chairman.
Montoya, Antonio Chaves.
east by property of Myer Friedman
September 80, 1907, merchandise and
IORENZO DELGADO. Clerk.
Precinct No. 43. San Agustin Cect and
Friedman.
Hyman
liquor.
M
N.
Oct. 2. 1911.
Las Vegas,
lio Lujan, Benito Garcia, Senobio
Sail
In A. D. 1886 and 1887, at the asaesThe board after having examined
The board of County CommissionPrecinct No. 44. OJitos JMoa Anment of Manuel Baca y Ortix, assignee ers of San Miguel county met In reg- the said report did approve the same.
drea C ha vex. Esteban Montano.
Kelipe of M. Romero & Co., land as last
Comes now Eugenlo Romero, colular session at 10 a. m.
Gonzales.
Roman Gallegos, chair- lector and treasurer and submits to
Precinct No. 45. Cherryrate, John above described.
Present:
In A. D. 1889. at the cessment of man; John S. Clark, county commis- the board a statement of all tax matw. Onmea, C. P. Jeater. Jo..
.
!th Scottish Mortgage and Land In- - sioner; Itenigno Martinez, county ters transacted during and ending the
rex.
month of September, A. D 1911, the
abTe d" commissioner;
Lorenzo
Precinct No. 46, Hmplaxado-Vlc- tor
Delgado,
'l?!?1 C
same was approved by the board.
i.nf. .,
of
clerk
the board, and the interaanaovai, FrancisIn A. D. 1889, at the assessment of preter.
co Lopez.
(To Be Continued Tomorrow.)
R. L. & J, G. Brown, land as last
The minutes of the previous session
Precinct No. 50,
M.

Ue Optic

Guadalupe Pablo
were read, approved and signed in
Pedro UUbarri, Fiorencio above described.
In A. D. 1888 tax' roll, the treasurer open session.
RATHER PLEASANT
JJOimnguez.
in the matter of the public road at
Precinct No. 51, San Ignacio Jeaua and exffl;io collector will make a
'
Aragon, Felix Garcia. Candldo rv. "collector'8 assessment" of the last La. Garlta.
&!
Comes now Bernardo Griego
and
above described lands at the same
others and complains to the board
Precinct No. 52. Oolonias Arriba
vaIl,a,on as 'or the year 1887.
that the publ'c road at La Garita this
Andres Ruiz, Abeniio
open session of the board
Rodriguez,! I)one
Apolonio Garcia.
of county commissioners of San Mi- - county has been obstructed by John
irecmct No. 53, Encinosa Manuc! Kuel County, N. M., at Las Vegas, this Taylor, and desire that the Baid pub
lic road be ordered open for the pub
D. A. Maes, Antonio D.
Torres, Aga-Pit- 7th day of September, 1911.
lic traffic.
Sandoval.
,A
5M
ROMAN GALLEGOS,
a)
,W
.
A petition was also filed with the
mjkj no hl i .as
vegas, San Miguel Attest:
Chairman,
board asking that the public road be
county, New Mexico, this 6th day of
LORE.VZO DKIXADO Clerk
established at Trementina. precinct
September, A. D., 1811, by the Board' (Seal)
No. 48, be opened in accordance with
of County Commissioners of San Mi-The following
accounts against
No. 124, Laws of 1905.
Chapter
mel County. New Mexico.
the county of San Miguel were ap- And the board after having duly
proveo ami ordered paid, and
wrtuuewts,
considered the above petition orders
.
In
Phalrmnn
.
ranto
,,
,
iii - were is that the same be filed and to be taken
intiiirni w
LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.
sued,
up at the next regular meeting there(Seal)
The Mountain States T. & T. Co. of, and
petitioners to appear at said
It is now ordered that tho boa ri
meeting .before the board.
do now adjourn until tomorrow morn- Agua Pura company water rent.
In the matter of the accounts with
Dunn Ah, you are in this time.
mg, oepiember 7, A. D., 1911 at 10 October 1911, $25.
the Missouri Valley Rridge and Iron Pre called five times with this MIL
a m.
Gross Kelly & Co., merchandise,
but you've been out.
company.
ROMAN GALLEGOS,
road district No. 3, $16.25.
Well, you are out
The clerk of this hoard is hereby
Attest:
Chairman.
Las Vegas Light & Power Co., instructed to draw
this
time.
Fine
isn't It?
morning,
in
warrant
favor
LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.
lights for court house and Jail, and of the Missouri Valley
'and
Bridge
Las Vegas, N. M., Sept. 7, 1911.
bridge, $35.
Iron Company in the sum
of Two
SAVED
The board of county commission
Romoro Mercantile Co., merchan- Thousand Dollars
($2000.00) out of
ers of San Miguel county, New Mex- dise for
county prisoners, $19.95.
the bridge fund of the year 1910, in
ico, met In regular session as per ad
Martinez
Publishing
foompany, payment of bridges built by said comJournment at 2 p. m.
school superintendent notices, $6.
pany in San Miguel county.
Present:
Roman GaUegos, chair
Narciso Salas, road supervisor work
In the matter of the Los Valles hill.
man; John S. Clark, county commis- $28.
The
clerk, of this board is hereby
sioner;
Benigno Martinez, county
Jose Baca, road work, $24.05.
instructed to draw warrant in the
ommisBioner; Lorenzo Delgado, clerk
Jose Baca, services as constable, sum of
Fifty Dollars ($50.00) out of
of the board and the interpreter.
9.
the road fund of the year 1910 In favThe minutes of the previous session
Roque Salmoron, road work, $26. or of J. M.
Martinez, road overseer,
were read, approved and
Esteban Montano, road work, $26.45 district No.
signed in
3, the said fifty dollars to
open session.
F. J. Gehring, court house and Jail be
spent by the said road overseer in
Comes now E. Romero, treasurer
repairs, $122.25.
the said Los Valles hill.
repairing
and collector and submits
Red Cross Drug company, stationto the
It is now ordered the board do now
board his monthly statement of all
ery for school superintendent, $9.
iaKe a recess until 2 p. m.
tax matters transaoted
Red Cross Drug company, station
during and
Afternoon Session
ending the month of August, 1911, the ery for county
clerk, $6.60.
The board met as per recess at 2
same was approved
the
board.
Red Cross Drug Co., medicines for p. m.
by
Tn the matter
of tho Justice of the ery for county
clerk, $3.60.
Present:
Roman Gaillegos, chairi
) ace
precinct No. 10.
Red Cross Drug Co., mericines for
man; John S. Clark, county commisromeg now Fiorencio
Arellanes, county prisoners, $15.10.
De Tough If It wasn't for one flng
sioner; Benigno Martinez, county
.tcstice of the peace in and for
Plaza Electric Co., lamps, $2.90.
said
m
smash youse!
commissioner:
Lorenzo
Delgado.
Kednct and submits his resignation
Winters Drug company, medicine clerk of the
What's thatT
Reggy
to the board as such, and
board, and the Inter
De Tough Youse looks like a gal
the board for county prisoners, $7.70.
preter.
after having considered the said
uster know.
Donaciano Otero, fees as Inter
resignation did accept said
resignation and preter in justice of the peace court
1i":harge the said Fiorencio Arella- $10.
nes as such Justice of th
in
Pablo Vigil, fees as Justice of th
and for said precinct from further re- peace, $18.05.
sponsibility.
Manuel D. Benavidez, constable
In the matter of the
justice of the fees, $7.20.
peace Precinct No. 10.
Cruz Segura,
salary as court house
Acting on the recommendation ol janitor, $35.
the eivrzens of Precinct No. 10
the Florentino Montoya, interpreter in
board of county commissioners
does justice of the peace court, $4.
ereDy appoint Isidro Tafoya a Justice
....,.. to. .
uaixa, jjiterpreter in
of the peace in and for said
of
the peace court, $2.
justice
'o till the vacancy caused by precinct
Alisendro Montoya, building cement
the reflation of Fiorencio Arellanes, said sidewalk for court house, $81.76.
Isidro Tafoya to
Manuel Segura, land for road rmr.
qualify according to
law.
F. Armijo.

THE

CHAPMAN

COLUMN
ATE8 FOR CLASSIFIED
ADVER
TI8EMENT8
lve cents par line each Insertion
timet alx ordinary word
te a
ine. No ad to occupy leaa space than
two lines.
All advertisements eharg-i- d
will be booked at apace
actually
without regard to number of
ordt. Cash In advance preferred.
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Oofcc'e Number,

t:

Owens---Indeed-

I

Two Neat Costumes

M iitlr.i-T.i.-

M-

poses, $20.

In the matter of
sundry defective
descriptions of real estate on the tax
rolls of various years hereinafter specified the following action was taken:
it is hereby ordered, that the treasurer and
collector in and
tor the county of San Miguel, N. M.,
be and he is hereby authorized and
requested to Inscribe on the tax rolls
of the years 1885, 1886, 1887, 1889, and
S90, at the assessment of Myer Friedman & Bro., the following description
"f real estate,
Land bounded north; by Delgado
street, south by Arroyo street, east
by property of Manuel Baca, west by
property of M. Romero.
to-wi- t:

Anastacio Lobato, burial of infant

Amador Uulibarri,

deputy

sheriff

Herman C. Herrera, interprter
Justice of the peace court, $2.
Rafael Gallegos,
interpreter

in
to

Romero, boarding counAugust, 1911, $273.50.
(Romero,
commitments
Jail,, August 1911, $62.

HANDLED

DIRECTORY

o. ELKS Meets second ana
fourth Tuesday evening of easft
month at 0. R. C. hall.
Vial tins
brothers are cordially Invited. Gea
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D. W.
Condon, Secretary.

B. P.

WANTED

Dining
Railroad avenue.

Hoom

CHAPTER

NO. 2, O. E.

Meets first and third Fridays In Suit
Masonic Temple. Mrs. T. B. Bowen,
Worthy Matron; James O. Rutledge
Worthy Patron; Mrs. George Tripp,
Secretary. Phone Main 329. 120
Grand avenue.
S.

girl,

403

WANTED

clean cotton rags at this
Large,
office, for which we will pay 5 cents
per pound.

EL

DORADO

KNIGHT8

ATTORNEYS

Chas.

E.

Liebsoh-nle-

at

A. Hunxe?
Law.
New Mexlea

PHYSICIANS

H. W. HOUF, D. O., M. D.

r,

V

FRATERNAL

BROTHERHOOD
NO.
102 Meets every Monday night at
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue, at

FOR RENT Four room cottage, part
ly furnished, chicken house, barn,

8 o'clock.
Visiting members are
acres, partly under ditch, suit
welcome. E. E. Gehring,
cordially
able for chicken ranch or small
president; J. T. Buhler, secretary;
dairy. On car line. Rent cheap for
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
one year. Call 417 Eighth street,
East Las Vegas.
J. E. R03ENWALD LODGE NO. 545,
I. O. of B
B. Meets
FOR RENT 2 room furnished house.
every first
921 Lincoln avenue.
Tuesday of the month In the vestry
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
FOR RENT--Nice- ly
furnished room.
Isaac Appel,
cordially Invited
620 Twelfth street.
President; Charles Greenclay, Secretary.
FOR RENT Good furnished rooms,
close in. Apply 725 Sixth street
RED CLOUD TRIBE NO. 4, Red Men
Meet in Fraternal
Brotherhood
hall. A. M. Adler, Sachem; David
Male
Flint, chiof of records and collector
of wampum. Visiting brother
FOR SALE A 1900 gravity washer
welcome.
ana wringer, almost new. Call 926
Fourth str-e- t

egas

342.

Office:

fur

I.

Grand Avenue.
Sixth Street

506

Residence:

1

One white iron bed with
Mrs. L. p. Wright, 1027

Chester

Physician and Surgeon
Cha n c e 1 1 o r
I treat all kinds of diseases,
but
Commander.
Harry
a
nose
make
of
and
eye,
ear,
specialty
of
Martin, Keeper
throat, and the fitting of glassea.
Records and Seal.
Phones: Office, Main 46; Residence

FOR RENT Nicely furnished front
room, electric
624
lights, bath.
Main street.

FOR SALE

HUNKER

&

LODGE
1,
NO.
Attorneys
OF
PYTHIAS
Meets Las Vegas,
every Monday evening In Castle Hall.

Visiting Knights are
invited.
cordially

WANTED
Girl for general houser
work.
Apply 1102 Eighth street.

For Rent

Dentlat
Crockett Building. Haa phoae
at office and residence.

4,

HUNKER
Geo. H. Hunker

Help Wanted

HOW MANY TIME8
Have you wished you had a good
likeness of some near dear relative
a portrait that was a true likenese,
with every characteristic line and a
natural expression. In our portral:
work we study our subject, get the
proper pose and light, that's why our
work Is artistic. Waterman's Portrait
Studio on the Plaza

board, $4.

Secundino
ty prisoners,
Secundino
and fuel for

Wanted

Properties of C. H. Stev
enson, corner of Fourth and Washington ave. Inquire 923 Fourth St

$40.

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

NO. 2, A. P. 4
Regular com-

CAff

DINNERS

DR. E. L. HAMMOND

FOR SALE

Felipe Baca y Garcia, justice of the
peace fees, $6.15.
Enrique Sena, salary as Jailor, $50.
Refugio Esquibel, salary as Jailor

AND REGULAR

munication first and
third Thursday In each
month. Visiting brothers cordially Invited
N O. Herman, W. M.; D. R. Murray.
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
Secretary.
NO. 804.
Meets second and fourth
LAS VEGAS COMMANDER Y, NO. 2,
Thursday In O. R. C. hall. Ploneat
building. Visiting members are cor
nKNIGHT8 TEMPLAR
dially Invited. W. R. Tipton, G. K.;
conclave second Tues-jfaE. P. Mackrl, F. S.
day In each month at Masonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. C. D.
Boucher, S. C; Chas. Tamme, Re MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet in the forest of brotherly
corder.
love at Woodmen of the WorH
hall, on the second and fourth FriLAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. 3, ROYAL
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. Clay
convoca
ARCH M80NS Regular
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. Visittion first Monday in each
ing neighbors are especially welTemmonth at Masonic
come and cordially invited.
M.
m.
R.
7:30
at
p.
ple,
A.
Williams, H. P.; P.
DENTISTS.
Brinegar, Secretary.
RAN8FORD

springs.
Sixth street

child of Maria F. de Figueroa, $3.
fees, $7.60.

Main 2.

M.

All KANT AND

BUSINESS

AND

LOOGF
A.

.

,

BEST GOODS

SOCIETY

I

.v,

Ktof

LOBftT

SHORT OHOER4

WANT

"

-

i

THE

LOCAL

705

TIME

CAKD

EA8T BOUND

Arrive

Depart

No. 2. .
9:10 p. m.
No. 4. .11:05 p m
No. 8.. . 1:16 a. m
No. 10.. . 1:45 p. m
.

No. 1
No. 3
No. 7
No. 9

WEST
1:20 p.
6:10 a.
4:40 p
6:35 p.

9:16 p. m
11:10 p. m
1:25 a. m
2:10 p. m

ROUNli
m
1:45 p.
m
6:15 p.
m
4:50 p.
m
7:00 p.

CHAS. LEWIS
TAILOR FOR MEN
Everything Made at Home.

Stylish and

Up-to-da-

te

Bring in Your Cleaning and Pressing
WILL DOLL BUILDING

603 LINCOLN

of any color might be made
the style shown in the
on the left The skirt has a
deep pointed piece laid on at
each side, this is piped with black
satin, and trimmed with cord orna-

SERGE

RETAIL PRICES
lb, or Mora, tMk Delivery
1.0M lbs. to MM lb-- . Each Delivery
Eacl Delivery
to 1.000
800 lk
60 lb, to 200 lb- - Each Delivery
Laaa Than 60 Iba- - Each Dallvery

2,000

per
tSc per

10 Iba.
100 lb.
100 la.

soc
40a par 1M Iba.
50a par 100 Iba.

pr

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
F imous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

ments.
The smart little coat Is cut with a
deep point on each front that wraps
over below bust; the right side is fastened over by press studs, and It Is
ornamented to match skirt. The collar and cuffs are partly faced with
black satin.
Hat of Tagel to match the costume,
and trimmed with black ostrich feathers.
Materials required for costume: 6
yards 46 inches wide, 6 ornaments, S

Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
satli
yards of Bilk for lining,
yard
V. P. Harrington, Laguna, N. M., Dec.
for facings.
A simple girlish dress is the other 19. 1911.
in Iris mauve cashmere. The skin
Towlt: One red white face cow, 3
Is trimmed with a band of broche silt
old.
of the same color, which being sewt years
Branded
o
on only at the upper edge, slmulatei
On right shoulder
w U
a tunic.
Said animal being unknown to this
The Magyar bodice Is made of th
broche In the lower part, the collai Board, unless claimed by owner on or
s
and
being of the same before Feb. 12, 1912, said date being 10
of broche bang down at
Frlngeo
days after last appearance of this ad
left side, In effective ornament, fron
vertisement said estray will be sold
the waist band
this Board for the benefit of the
by
Iris
mauve chip, trimmed
Hat of
owner when found
with a wreath of white clematis.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Materials required for the dress:
4Viyard8 46 Inches wide. 1V4 yard
Albuquerque, N. M.
broche it Inches wide.
1st pub. Jan 23, last pub. Feb. 2. 1912.

p

under-sleeve-

m.

m
m

First La Grippe, Then Bronchitis.
Thai was the case with Mrs. W. S.
Bailey, McCreary, Ky. 'My wife was
taken down with a sever attack of
which run into bronchitis. She
coughed as though she had consumption and could not sleep at night. The
first bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar
O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
Compound gave her so much relief
1.
Meets every Monday evening at that she continued using it until she
their ha'l on Sixth street All visit- was permanently cured." O. G. Schae-fe- r
and Red Cross Drug Co.
ing brethren cordially invited to attend. J . D. Fridenstine, N. G.;
Foley Kidney Pills will cure any
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood, case of kidney or bladder trouble not
the reach of medicine. No
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer; beyond
medicine can do more. O. G. Schae-fe- r
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
and Red Cross Drug Co.

Crystal Ice 0o
Pure Ice
PHONE MAIN 227

THERE'S NO EXCUSE
For sleeping on a poor bed. For a
very reasonable investment you can
enjoy your sleeping hours as well as
a millionaire. We are selling the
popular brass beds cheaper than ever
before. We have manv styles In the
bright and satin finish, fine mattresses, springs and pillows. J.
Johnsen & Son

m

ANT Ads

Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out thejpeople to whom among all
the particular thing-i- worth most.
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
sort, and musical instruments.
of those who MIGHT BUY

s

As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!

1

1

LA

DON'T FORGET TO r.Ai I
When you are going to
paper that
kitchen and dining room that you
have
promised yourself. Well, don't let
this opportunity escape you, We are
closing out a small lot of 10 and 15
cent wail paper. Quantity is
limited,
don't delay. 5, 10 and 25 Cent Store.

VEQA3

A piece of flannel dampened with
Chamberlain Lnm .. n .... j bouuu uu
to tl.e affected pan a is superior to any
When tiuubieu with lame
pla.s. r.
or pains iu tne siue or cnest
ba
LIFE
d
you arc ce. taw 10
give n a
be more than pleased with the prompt
relief which it affords. Sold by ail Mrs. Martin Tells About
a Painful
druggists.
Experience that Might Have
Sedentary habits, lack of outdoor
Ended Seriously.
exercise, insufficient mastication of
WELLI WELL WEsXl
fruui
cnnshnatinn. ft tornid liver.
Rlvesrille, W. Vs. Mrs. Dora Martin,
Ejaculate, the average person who wtoi Tv and anxiety, are the most com
In a letter from Rlvesrille, writes:
t
passing gazes into the shop windows. mon causes oi sioraacn irouoies.
SaMno Lujan always has an attractive
your habits and take Chamber- - "For three years, I suffered with wolaktiia Qtnmni.h nnH I .Ivor Ta)itotB anil manly troubles, and had
pains In my
display of Jewelry, watches, cut glass,
you wi.. soon be well again. For sale back and side.
I was nervous and
?'c. There la always
something about by all druggists.
could not sleep at night
the place that oauses people to
stop
The doctor could not help me. He
NO REASON FOR DOUBT
and Impels them to enter. The store
I would have to be operated on besaid
Ai
a
Statement of Facts Backed by
is a magnet for the discriminating
fore I could get better. I thought I
Strong Guarantee.
purchaser.
Sablno Lujan, Jeweler,
would try using Cardul.
We guarantee complete relief to all
optician, watchmaker. Bridge street
Now, I am entirely well.
su'ferers from constipation, or, in
I am sure Cardui saved my life. I
every case where we fail, we will will never be without Cardul
A CLEAN 8TABLE
In my
home. I recommend It to my friends."
is an advertisement for livery service. supply the medicine free.
Rexall Orderlies are a gentle, efGood horses and well kent ries are
For fifty years, Cardul has been rewhat bring the business. The ability fective, dependable, and safe bowel lieving pain and distress caused by woand tonic. manly trouble. It will surely help you.
to serve the public at any hour of the! regulator, strengthened
aim to
nature's
They
It goes to the spot reaches the
or
day
night Is an item to be consid- functions in a
quiet,
easy
way.
They trouble relieves the symptoms, and
ered
the!
livery service,
do not cause inconvenience, griping, drives away the cause.
kind that is demanded in every growor nausea. They are so pleasant to
If you suffer from any symptoms of
ing city, Is best spelled in the name take and work so
that
trouble, take Cardul.
easily
womanly
may
they
M.
of the
L. Cooley livery, telephone
Vour druggist Bells and recommends
be taken by any one at any time.
Main 15.
Get
a
bottle from him today.
They thoroughly tone up the whole it
B
N.
Write
to: Udln' Advisory Dept., Chattasystem to healthy activity.
nooga Mrdkine Co., hattanoora, Tenn.. for Special
YOU CAN MAKE A HIT
Rexall Orderlies are unsurpassable Jnstnictums, and
book, "Home Treauacof
tor Woan," sent In plain wrapper, an reaueaU
You can make a hit with that girl and ideal for the use of
old
children,
if you present her with a box of folks, and delicate
persons. We can- of such other
business as may come
Nevln's Medallion Chocolates.
O. U. not too highly recommend them to
Schaefer, the druggist, has Just re all sufferers from any form of con- before, it the republican central committee of the state of New Mexico ascelved a fresh supply of this famous stipation and its
attendant evils sembled at Santa Fe on this 25th
brand and a full assortment of all Three sizes, 10c, 25c, and 50c.
day
Re
Nevins' confections which can be pur- member, you can obtain Rexall Rem- of January, 1912, hereby calls for the
chased in bulk or by the box. There edies in this
holding of a convention of the recommunity only at our
is no better candy made.
publican party of the state of New
store The Rexall Store. M. G.
.
Mexico, to be held In the city of Santa
You are probably aware that pneuFe, state of New Mexico, at 2 o'clock
monia always results from a cold, but
on Friday, the eighth day of March,
you never heard of a cold resulting in Call for Republican Convention for A. D., 1912 for the purpose of select..
il
pneumonia when Chamberlain's Cough
tne state of- New Mexico
ing eight delegates and eight alterRemedy was used, why take the risk
nates to represent the republican par-twhen this remedy mav be had for a
"Pursuant to the requirement
trifle? For sale by all druggists.
r
of
state of New Mexico in the
the call made by the republican na- said national convention called to be
tional committee on December 12, hied at Chicago on the 18th day of
DELICIOUS STEAKS
The Las Vegas Mercantile company 1911, for a republican national con- June. 1912.
makes a specialtiy of alfalfa-fena vention to be held In the city of ChiThe republican central committees
tlve and Kansas City beef. Conse cago in the state of Illinois, at 12 of the various counties of the state
quently the best steaks to be purchas- o'clock) non on Tuesday, June 18, are by this committee requested and
ed in this city come off the blocks in 1912, for the purpose of nominating directed to issue a call for the holdits meat department. You are not candidates for president and
ing of a county convention of the reto be voted for at the presi publican party in the respective coungetting the best for your money unless you are buying meat at the Las dential election on Tuesday, Novem- ties upon such notice and date as they
ber, 5, 1912, and for the transaction may deem expedient for the purpose of
Vegas Mercantile company's store.
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electing delegates to the state conven
tion to be held on the 8th day of
Marrh, 1912, as aforesaid, and which
the basis of representation shall be
one delegate for each one hundred
votes or more, cast for the republican
voes or more, cast for the republican
candidate for governor of the state Doctors Did Her No Good-Test-ifies
of New Mexico at the late election
How She Was
held on the 7th day of November,
1911, and one delegate at large from
Helped by Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's
each county In addition upon which
Compound.
basis the representation In the state
convention of the republican party of
" Last fall I had feZanesville.Ohio.
the state of New Mexico to be held
male weakness very bad, and was ner
on March 8, 1912, from the several
vous and run down.
counties of the state shall be as folI was dizzy and had
lows:
numb feelings and
my eyes ached. I
19
Bernalillo
took doctor's medi7
Chaves
cines but they did
17
me no good, so I deColfax
cided to try Lydia E.
4
Curry
Pinkham's Vegeta1
Dona Ana
ble Compound. I did
5
so, and now I feel
Eddy
stronger and better.
II
Grant
I have told other
11
Guadalupe
women what Mrs. Pinkham's medicines
8 have done for me and
Lincoln
give you permis4 sion to publish this letter for the
Luna
good of
HULDA
C
others." Mrs.
Efuckson, 506
MoKlnley
M Maysville Avenue, Zanesville, Ohio.
Mora
More Proof.
6
Otero . . . .
9
Burlington, Iowa. "For years I sufQuay
20 fered a great deal from female troubles.
Rio Arriba
I had awful pains and felt sick nearly all
Roosevelt
the time. I saw Lydia E. Pinkham's
6
Sandoval
Vegetable Compound advertised and
5
San Juan
heard that it had helped other suffering
30 women so I felt sure :t would do me
San Miguel
18 good.
Sure enough it did. The first
Santa Fe
6 bottle helped me and now I am a strong
Sierra
I would not be with22 and well woman.
Socorro
house. "Mrs. Anna
out
in
the
it
H
Taos
1125 Agency St, Burlington, Iowa-The10
Torrance
need be no doubt about the
14
Union
of this grand old remedy, made
ability
19
Valencia
from the roots and herbs of our fields, to
remedy woman's diseases. We possess
305 volumes of proof of this fact, enough
Total
All notices of contest shall be sub- to convince the most skeptical. Why
mitted in writing, setting forth the don't you try it ?
grounds of contest, which must be
filed with the secretary of the state
WORLD GOWINQ WI8ER.
central committee at least three days
The world Is growing wiser every
before the meeting of the state conday and the people of Las Vegas are
vention.
All county conventions must be held growing wise to the fact that there Is
not later than the 4th day of March, no better coffee than Golden Gate,
which is sold by the Las Vegas Mer1912.
cantile company. It has a delicious
VENCESLAO JARAMILLO,
blend that cannot be equaled. It sells
Chairman.
at 45 cents a pound, two pounds for
HERBERT W. CLARK,
85 cents or two and one-hal-f
for $1.
Secretary.

1

.1

WOMAN DIZZY

PARTLY NUMB

-

T

'FORT

Canned"

j , it
vegeiaoies
and
i

Preserved Fruils

AND

HUNTS
CITPP171UI?

JU1 HUlTllj

Canned
Fruits
and

Order These Brands And You will be
Delighted With Their

IN NEW YORK CITY

Ton will find Hotel Cumberland, a.
Broadway and Fifty fourth
street
near Central Park, an ideal location
In the retail shopping and theate
district, with the subway, elevated
and surface cars at hand. A hand
some, modern, beautifully furnished
hotel with one of the best restau
rants In the city, but moderate ir
Rooms with bath, $2.50 pet
prices.
day np. Send for booklet Harry P
Sttmson, manager.

Flavor and Quality

THE USES OF STEAM
Among the uses of steam that arn
proving of greatest benefit to mankind is its utilization as a sterilizer.
Where steam Is directed no germs can
live. The Ideal Sanitary dairy use
steam to sterilize all its utensils, rendering them absolutely free from contamination. When you purchase Ideal
nVlk you know you are getting pure
milk.

A MONTH HAS PASSED
A whole month of the new year

HOW'S THI8?
We offer One Hundred Dollars

Re-

ward for any case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
Cure.
P. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known
P. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
believe him perfectly honorable in all

business transactions, and financially
able to carry out obligations made by
his firm.
NATIONAL BANK OP COMMERCE,
Toledo, 0
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken
acting directly upon the
blood and mucous surfaces of the system. Testimonials sent free. Price
75 cents per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for

haa
passed. Have you started that account
for yourself or your little son or
daughter? If not, you have still li
months in which to save. The First
National Bank offers an admirable opportunity for accumulating savings.
Your account solicited.

COUNTRY LIFE CONFERENCE.
Madison, Wis., Feb. 1. The second

Wisconsin country life conference under the ausplcea of the college of agriculture of the University of Wisconsin began Its sessions today and
will continue over tomorrow. A number of prominent speakers appear oa
the program.

THE OPTIC IS

For a Greater
LAS VEGAS

THE HOflE PAPER

The Las Vegas Daily Optic
PADGETT, Editor
Sane Conservative And Well Edited.
Me Me
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Subscribe for the Optic
and get the News.
Advertise in the Optic
get the Business
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The Orchard

FOR SALE BY ALL GROCERS

re

The Optic is the Best
Day in a Town of This
Size in The Southwest

and

Berries

Hig-GIN-

THE OPTIC IS
For a Greater
NEW MEXICO

Delicious
as
The Fresh
From the
Garden

LM VOAS

Eggs
Strictly Fresh, gathered
from Home Producers.

Per Dozen 42c
IKE DAVIS
(The Ca.sh Grocer)
193 or Main 194

THE HOME OF PURE
THINGS TO EAT

Have you tried our Frank
town Creamery Butter?
This butter is made from
Cream that comes from the
Best Dairy district of Colorado. Is churned while the
Cream is yet sweet then
wrapped in parchment paper, put in parafine boxes and Sealed
with Emaneled paper, j

Thus preserving its CLEANLINESS, QUALITY

i

and FLAVOR.

offer you this High Grade Butter at
for
or
1- -2
cents per Pound.
We also are receiving large
quantities of fresh MESA DAIRY
BUTTER and offer this at
1- -2
or
pounds for
Pound.
per
We

2lbs

42

2

J.

H.

85c

75c 37

cents

STEARNS
Grocer.

The Home of Quality

g

to their Departments. Wish them and help
them make Success.

We

NOTICE

mm

CO.

Always Have The Best of Everything Eatable.

TO THE PUBLICITY

the council chamber of the city hall
in East Las Vegas to take such action
The Optic of yesterday In its no- as may then be determined upon.
All members of the committee art
tice of proceedings for the entertainment of Governor McDonald,
in urgently requested to be present
E, V. LONG, Chairman
speaking of the committees, contain-thfolowing:
MR. POLICYHOLDER.
E. V. Long,
Publicity committee:
Deaf Str. Our insurance advice is
chairman; Elmer E. Veeder, Colbert
C. Root, H. O. Coors, Sr., Dr. H. J free to you. It may be of value to
Mueller, D. W. Condon, P. E. Olney, you. You pay money willingly for Are
Dr. R. K. McClanahan, H. C. Smith, Insurance.
Our advice tends to warrant not
E. T. Plowman, Millard W. Browne,
spending
your money in vain. Ask us
Dr.
William
Porter Mills.
P. L. Myers,
W. G. Ogle, Dr. Wm. Sparks, K. D. about
"A Better ProtecUon
Geodall, Jefferson Raynolds, Prank H.
at the same expense"
H. Roberts, Piladelfo Baca, Emmanuel
CUTLER BROS.
Rosenwald, John A. Ross, John Shank,
Tel. Main 124.
Robert L. M. Ross, Dr. Edwin B. 614 Lincoln Ave.
Shaw, Charles A. Spiess, John K. Martin, Men Strickfadden, D. A. Suiter,
Lawrence Erwin, the infant .son of
R. E. Twitchell, O. M. Waid, Adln H.
Mr. and Mrs. M. J. Thatcher, died of
R.
M.
H.
John
Williams,
Whitmore,
pneumonia last night at 11:25 o'clock
York,
Margarito Romero, Adelaido at the home of the
parents, 302 Grand
rnea-tjonzaies, reier uasieer, nyman
avenue, after an ilmess of two weeks
D
n
-- man.uumu
The child was 19 month and three
Anselmo Gonzales, Alberto Serrano, dayg m The
ocour tQ
bur,a
Clemente Padilla.
morrow afternoon after funeral ser- The members of said committee vices at 3 o'clock from the Church of
are requested to meet on Saturday the Immaculate Conception. Johnsen
night, February 3, at 7:30 promptly at & Son have charge of arrangements.
COM-

MITTEE

e

1

1,

191.

WANTED
wreckers was hard and long. The two
Large, clean cotton rag at this Dig 1600 engine
plowed into ea h
office, for which we will pay 3 cent other, hut are nor completely demolished as might be thought. Eighteen
per pound.
cars of the
trains piled up behinu
the two engines and it took the
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourtxv
FIREMAN KK1TES DIED wreckers 17 hours to clear the track.
at tbe Opera Bar.
All of the trains from the east were
tied
up behind the wreck and the
Finch a Golden Wedding Rye, aged
ON WATTO HOSPITAL
first one arrived in Las Vegas thU
in the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course
morning about 7 o'clock. All of the
trains from the west of yesterday af(Continued From Page One)
ternoon and last night were held in
Fidel Ortiz and Juan Maldonado
will give a dance Friday night in out warning and the crews of the Las Vegas until this morning, passing
Rosenthal hall. Lunch.
two engines had no time in which the trains from the east at Watrous.
Both of the Santa Fe trains d
to jump. Fireman Crabtree, it is
The Ladies' Guild of SL Paul's Me thought, was killed outright by a blow luxe were caught by the wreck and
morial Episcopal church will hold a on the back of his head or neck. For lost several hours by the delay in
sale of bread, cakes, cookies, dough- some time the uninjured members of clearing the line.
However, thty
nuts, salads and pjes at Potter's can- the crew were unable to locate his were me arst trains over the road
dy store Saturday afternoon beginning body, but it wag found in the cab of and will no doubt make up the lost
at 2 o'clock.
the engine pinned under the wreck time before reaching their destina
age. Crabtree had been badly burn Hons.
Fireman C. D. Crabtree is survived
Owing to the great demand for ed and scalded around the head ana
seats to the "Three Twins" which is shoulders. The fireman of the other by a wife and baby, who are livinK In
to appear at the Duncan opera house
crew, W. M. Kntes, was caught in the Itaton. Friends of Crabtree from tii
next Wednesday evening, February 7, wreckage and his entire body was Gate City came in on
the first train
the reserved Rent haIo win nna
scalded. When found by the crew he this morning to make arrangements
Murphey's and Schaefer's drug stores was unconscious, but death came lor the burial of the body. Acorn
tomorrow morning.
The scale of on the way to the hospital after the iuieu oy
j. k. Cunningham o? Ra
prices: Foyer seats, $2, entire parquet caooose in wmicn the
men ton, the body was sent to itaton,
injured
$1.50; reserved balcony, fl; general were hurried to Las
Vegas had left where burial will occur, this alten
admission 75 cents.
the local yards for the hospital build noon on train No. 10. Mr. CrahtrM
It is said that was a member of Hillside lodge No
On Sunday, February 11 the young ings north of town.
Krites
friends
recognized
among the s5 of the Brotherhood of Locomopeople of the First Christian church
and Firemen. Tbe
will conduct special services in the crew of train No. 1 which was follow tive Engineers
close
behind the westbound lodge will officiate at the funeral,
observance of Endeavor Day.
En ing
deavor Day falls upon Sunday Febru- freight, speaking to them when th9y which will probably be held lomorrow
arived at the scene of the wreck.
afternoon. Crabtree had been em
ary 4 but will be observed by the
Engineer Baily of the 1619 was not pioyea by the Santa Fe as a fireman
Christian young people on the latter
date. The services will be entirely in so seriously hurt as the other train- for the past aix years and iviw one
men and was able to walk to th j ay Of the best and most
popular fue-charge of the young men and women.
car.
Engineer Sneel, besides the men running into Las Vegas. Crab
Further announcements will be made
scalds and burns, received a blow in trte has been in several accidents
later.
tne back of the head and was in a and tour years ago was seriously in
condition when found. .'tiiea in a wreck on the Dawson coal
Accompanied by his father. F. W.
.
. .,
, .
.1 , .1.
L
i
Vanness, the body of Charles Van- - "uub me nigm nis condition was l.ouv.u ai wumn ume nis saull was
t
critical
lushed
and
and
it
several
times
was
reports bai
ness, who died yesterday morning at
necessary zo re
the Vanness home on North Fourth he was dead reached town though place part of the bone with a silver
street, will be sent to Oklahoma City tney were all unfounded. This morn- plate.
the former home of Mr. Vanness, ing his condition was improved and
Fireman W. M. Krites is surviv
where burial will occur.
Mro irnK,iJ1H
Charles at noon it was reported that he was ed by a mother. , iTA.B.
.laiiiti
Vanness had been m Las Vegas for ou: of danger.
Krites, who lives in St. Louis. Krites
Will
the past nine months, having come to
Hanley, brakeman of the west- had been in the employ of the Santa
Las Vegas from Oklahoma City for bound train, was riding on the engins Ie for only a month,
having worked
his health. He was 18 years of age at the time of the nnriH pnr a nil nio for tha Illinois Central several
years
and is survived by his father, F. W head and body were badly scalded by
came to iew Mexico. It is
Vanness.
escaping steam. Of all the injured said that Krites had been discharged
men his condition is considered by from the employ of the
Illinois Cen
On complaint filed by Frank J. Wes- - the
physicians to be the worst tral road, but several days ago had
ner, Florencio Arragon was arrested though his
recovery Is hoped for, and been reinstated and was intending
yesterday afternoon on the charge seems probable.
to return east. Krites had already
cattle stealing and, when sum
Brakeman F. J. Dillon of the east handed in his resignation as fireman
moned before Judge D. R. Murray bound
train had a miraculous escap;1 for the Santa Fe and the trip out of
this morning, pleaded guilty and was from
death. He was riding in the Raton yesterday was to have been
bound over to the grand jury on
a
fireman's seat at the time of the ac- LI.
uis ilasti Deiore going to Illinois. He
$1,000 bond.
According to the com cident. When the crash came
was regarded as an efficient
was
he
fireman
plaint, Arragon stole three head of thrown clear of
the wreck and escaped His body wil be sent to St. Louis to
beef cattle from the herd of Bach- with hardly a scratch. In the fall Dil- morrow on train No. 10
where burial
arach brothers which
w
"
VVUIUf, lon's
hip was sprained, but he was able will occur. J. L. Llttenaker. nreaitient
the Vegose canyon north of Las
to De up and around this
of the Engineers
morning of the itaton lodge
Vegas and drove them to the place of
.
m
Mr. Wesner in Edwards canyon where Neither the conductors or rear braka-me- ouu rurBHieus Drotnerhood, wiir acof the two trains were injured. company the body on its
he disposed of them for ?48. Mr.
trip east.
It is said that the engine and train
Engineer F. Snell, who was on the
Wesner later found that the cattle
had been stolen from the Bacharach crew of the eastbound freight received enstbound freight, has been running
herd. He paid the firm for the ani- positive orders to meet No. 1619 at into Las Vegas from Raton for tb
mals and filed charges against Arra- Watrous, but overlooked them. Thev pest seven years and is knoivn .s cue
gon. Arragon when caught made no were scheduled to pass No. 1 at Shoe of the best and most reliaia ai.fi
pretence of innocence of the charae maker. Supposedly having forgotten ncers in the service. He nas bsea
filed against him.
The robbery oc about, the extra freight from the norr.h railroading for about 40 yeor3 and, it
curred on January 16. The cattle they were hurrying to No. l's meeting is said, has never received a demewere traced by Deputy Sheriff Felipe point when the accident occurred. rit. Several days ago Snell told one
The other train, traveling down grade of his friends that in all of
Guerin.
his
was going at a high rate of
experience, he had never even
speed
when the crash came.
as much as had a finger smashed.
The news of the wreck wa?
Snell Is a married man with a
family,
from Watrous to Las Vegas who live in Raton.
CHANGE YOUR WASH DAY
and I.aton and wrecking crews from
Engineer John Bailey has been In
both points were rushed to the scno tbe service of the Santa
TO LAUNDRY DAY
Fe for over
of the accident.
Superintendent F. four years and received his promotion
L. Myers,
accompanied by company to engineer
in March, 1910.
He
Physicians, Dr. E B. Shaw and Dr. lives in Las Vegas and has a wife
H. W. Goelitz, preceded the wreckers and
baby.
to the wreck in Mr. Myers'
H you make it
Brakeman Will Hanley, the other
special.
Physicians were also called from injured man, has been
running out of
Watrous to the scene of the aocident. Las Vegas since
November, 1911 He
LAS VEGAS STEAM
The injured were cared for in the came to Las
Vegas from Grand Junc
best possible manner at the wreck tion, where his wife is at
the present
LAUNDRY DAY
and, accompanied by the physicians, time.
were brought to the Santa Fe hospi-tlheer in a way car. In the
yards
you'll never go back to the the
body of Crabtree was taken from
the car to the establishment of the
way.
Las Vegas Undertaking
company
where it was cared for. Krites was
unconscious when he arrived In Las
TRY US ONCE.
Cegas and died on the way to
the
The
hospital.
train
was
PHONE NOW
met in the yards by many friends od
the members of the crew who were
anxious to see the Inlnred
learn of the wreck, but the stop in the
yards was short and their
were refused by the local officials, it
being imperative to get the Injured
to the hospital for treatment without
delay.
The awful force with which the two
Phone Main 81 617 Douglas
trains met piled the freight cars high
across the track and the work of the

Much Talked About

and Walked About
Our new Regal Shoes for this
No smarter footwear has
ever been seen in this town. And
season.

their trim pustom styles are not
their only exclusive feature.

REGAL
SHOES

'se

$g00

give you the same

perfect fit and comfort as
shoes because they are made in quarter-size- s
just
double the number of fittings found in other shoes.
We have a wide variety of styles in these new Rega!
models, and can suit your taste perfectly.
made-to-measu-

re

OREENBERGER

...

semi-conscio-

I

ET
4

us tell you About
our low Flat Rate

Window Lighting. You pay
big rent for that small space
in your Window, let it bring
you (jood returns by having'
it well lighted.
Customer

W. P. Southard

Las Vegas Light & Power Co,
Jefferson Raynolds President
E. D. Raynolds Vice President

Stephen

B.

Hal'ett Raynolds Cashier

Davis Vice President

H. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier

j

Our Grocery and Bakery Department wil1
hereafter be under the Management of Mr.
Amos Kline. Our Meat Market Department and
live Stock Interests will be under the Management of Mr. Walter Hayward, who will give
their personal attention to all matters pertin-in-

THE CRAAF &

FEBRUARY

THUR8DAY,

io

Per Dozen 38c

Main

OPTIC,

LOCAL NEWS

Princes Brand Colorado
Eggs are the best shipped
in stock to be had

Telephone

DAILY

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

rail-roa-

a

USE

Las Vegas Steam
Laundry

Capital, $100,000 Surplus, and Undivided Profits $35,000
bank adopts every desirable method of modern
While this
it never loses sight of that essential
Absolute
quality)

Interest Paid on

Safety.

Time Deposits

DO A L AH D WOOD
NUT

WRITE

LUMP
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
U. IrV. C OND ON -- -'

"FEBIBELL"
a

GERMAN WATERPROOF
CREPE PAPER

PURE FOOD

ft

Jams and Preserves

For covering flower pots and all other decorations liable to
damage from moisture.
This is a really good article,
Try Some.

35c per roll

BOUCHER

The

Science of
Selling
B'arms

If it m

aj

include

a means of
presenting

be

teiaed

a science

must

the

proposition to the greatest number
To reach this

of prospective buyers.

class in the southwest use the

OPTIC
WANT COLUMNS

R.ED WHITE AND GREEN
507 Sixth Street

PERRY 0N50N & SON

Phone Main 462

THE COFFEE MAN

EVERYBODY READS THE

US

VEGAS OPTIC

